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Abstract
Technology plays a significant role in the socialization and development of society. One popular
technology includes Facebook, a Social Networking Site (SNS). As Facebook has become a
common site for reaching out to others for a sense of support and connection, it has also become
a site to express grief and bereavement through the creation of Memorial Groups. Through a
qualitative survey design, descriptive information regarding the impetus to create a Memorial
Group as well as the desired utility was examined through the perspective of the creator. An
online questionnaire consisting of open and closed-ended questions was completed by 68
individuals. Results indicate that creators of Memorial Groups are heavily invested in the
technology, using the group to support the bereavement process. Thematic analysis, utilizing
interpretative phenomenological analysis, identified six organic themes within the personal
narratives including in memoriam, connection to others, connection to the deceased, personal
mourning, and culture of technology as well as a number of concerns associated with the
Memorial Group. Additionally, 98.5 % of responders would recommend the creation of a
Memorial Group to others. Further, 59% of responders rated the Memorial Group as more
helpful than other traditional death rituals. This study suggests that individuals who actively
utilize the technology appear to identify significant personal benefit. Facebook Memorial Groups
include the necessary components of traditional rituals, as well as several advantages such as
accessibility and continuity, combining to create a modern death ritual that has been embraced
by popular culture. The electronic version of this dissertation is freely accessible through the
OhioLINK ETD center (http://www.ohiolink.edu/etd/).
Keywords: social networking sites, Facebook, grief, death rituals
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“We become what we behold. We shape our tools and then our tools shape us.”
- Marshall McLuhan

Chapter 1: Introduction
Technology plays a significant role in the socialization and development of society,
providing new mediums for the creation of identity and development of relationships. Current
technological advances have created a global, self-directed, interactive, and user-constructed
context for communication and media influence (O’Keefe & Zehnder, 2004). The expansion of
technology, particularly new media, including computers, internet, cell phones, and video games,
has profoundly impacted the lifestyle of western society. As heavy consumers of media, we are
shaped by the images, ideas, and products marketed (La Ferle, Edwards, & Lee, 2000). A
December 2009 survey found that 74% of American adults utilize the internet (Raine, 2010).
Further, 88% of online Americans say the Internet plays a role in their daily routines (Fallows,
2004). The increasing use of and access to the internet and online communication tools such as
instant messaging (IM), chat, email, etc. has created new contexts for social interaction.
Use of the internet plays a major role in the development of relationships as well as
impacts the cultural, political, and social parameters in which our society functions (Lenhart,
Rainie, & Lewis, 2001; Livingstone, 2006). Internet connectedness, an individual’s relationship
with the internet, conceptualizes the importance of the breadth, depth and meaning of an
individual’s online experience (Jung, Kim, Lin, & Cheong, 2005). Actively selecting media
resources depends upon personality, socialization needs, and personal identification. Use of
media reflects both identity and worldview (Arnett, 1995; Bradley, 2005; Steele & Brown,
1995). The incorporation and internalization of digital technology within the western population
provides a new context for navigation of relational needs.
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The integration of print, sound, and visual effects makes the internet a unique form of
communication (La Ferle et al., 2000). The internet has transformed from a primarily
entertainment and information seeking function to a tool for interpersonal communication
(Valkenburg & Peter, 2007). One popular digital technology utilized is Social Networking Sites
such as MySpace, Friendster, Facebook, Bebo, MSN Spaces, Yahoo 360 and Tagged.com.
Social Networking Sites (SNS) use “social software to enable people to connect or collaborate to
form online communities by being able to accept or reject people into their network and
communicate with them online” (Goodstein, 2007, p. 186). In addition to the online web of
friendships, SNS allow for member personalization through profile information and
customizations as well as capabilities to chat with friends, journal, post pictures or videos, join
special interest groups, network based on school, geography, or place of employment, update
personal status, and comment on friends’ profiles. Members receive feedback on their profile,
photos, and self-descriptions via comments, which are publically available to all members of the
site, friends of friends, or friends depending on security settings (Valkenburg, Peter, & Schouten,
2006). The combination of services, media influences, and communication tools makes Social
Networking Sites an encompassing socializing agent, integrating previously divergent resources.
The many Social Networking Sites (SNS) operate on similar principles, creating a profile
for members with capabilities of making “friends” with other members. The aim of Social
Networking Sites is the establishment and maintenance of a network of friends (Valkenburg,
Peter, & Schouten, 2005). This project will focus on Facebook due to the widespread popularity
and acceptance by various generations. Although specific numbers of members are difficult to
confirm, Facebook states that there are more than 400 million active users, more than 50 % of
users log in on a given day, and the average user spends more than 55 minutes per day on
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Facebook (Facebook Statistics, March 9, 2010). The massive growth and utilization of Facebook,
over a relatively short period, demonstrates the active use within western society.
Mechanisms available to both consume media and to communicate with friends allow
individuals to remain connected to social networks at all times. This is particularly true within
younger generations. Often referred to as the digital generation, the net generation, or
cyber-teens, this age group spends a majority of time staying connected online or through cell
phones (Goodstein, 2007). Adolescents have “grown up digital,” integrating the media
technology into daily lives from an early age (Goodstein, 2007, p. 19). While it is agreed that
adolescents are heavy consumers of multimedia and are profoundly influenced by the integration
of technological services, this influence can be observed within a range of generations (Bradley,
2005; Bremer, 2005; Borzekowski, 2006; Goodstein, 2007; Gross, 2004; La Ferle et al., 2000;
Lenhart, Madden, & Hitlin, 2005; Livingstone, 2006; Valkenburg & Peter, 2007). A research
study conducted in 2008, found that 75% of online adults between the ages of 18-24 have a
social network profile, 57 % of 25-34 year olds have a social network profile, 30 % of 35-44 year
olds have one, and 19% of 45-54 year olds have a profile (Lenhart, 2009). Across generations,
the internet and Social Networking Sites are having an impact.
As Facebook has become a common site for connecting with friends and reaching out to
others for a sense of support and connection, it is understandable that it has also become a site to
express grief and bereavement. The practice of developing a Memorial Group for friends and
family members who have passed away has gained popularity recently. The creation of Facebook
Memorial Groups can have many purposes including providing a common space to share
information, connect with other individuals who are grieving, and maintain connections with the
deceased. While Memorial Groups differ depending on the creator’s intention, most Memorial
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Groups involve a combination of information about the deceased, pictures, prayers, and
comments by members. The groups can be open to the general Facebook public or closed to
members of the group depending on preference settings. Members can be active participants
within the group or simply establish their connection to the deceased through membership.
Memorial Groups appear to allow multiple users to share feelings and experiences, expressing
grief in ways that may not be possible in face-to-face interaction (Roberts, 2004a).
The creation and membership of a SNS Memorial Groups represent a new mourning
ritual within the bereavement process. Socially prescribed rituals or grief scripts are “dynamic
and adapted according to changes in the social environment” (Howarth, 2007, p. 25). As society
incorporates new media as a component of social relationships, the advent of online grief
becomes more relevant. SNS Memorial Groups become another act that brings wholeness and
meaning following a death. Joining obituaries, funerals, site of death memorials, monuments,
visiting cemeteries or location of remains, or informal family rituals, the memorial website
provides another outlet to express grief (Zulli, 1998). This dissertation argues that SNS
Memorial Groups are a culturally relevant ritual at this time for western societies, serving similar
purposes as traditional mourning rituals as well as providing unique components.
Through the extensive analysis of the effects of grief, the grieving process, and long term
psychological functioning, myriad theories of grief have been posited. Grief has been discussed
in terms of sequential stages, tasks, and the grieving process (Bowlby, 1980; Corr, 1992;
Kübler-Ross, 1969; Neimeyer, 2000; Parkes, 1986). Recent research suggests that grief is best
understood within a flexible context, recognizing the tendency to move between phases during
the mourning period (Small, 2001). This study will primarily focus on Bowlby’s stages, which
outline the work of grief. Bowlby originally identified three phases within the process of
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grieving, yearning and searching, disorganization and despair, and reorganization. An additional
phase, numbness, which became the first phase of the model, was introduced later (Bowlby,
1980). Further, Bowlby (1980) notes, “the resolution of grief is not to sever bonds but to
establish a changed bond with the dead person” (p. 399). The resolution of grief is not to remove
the deceased from consciousness but rather to maintain the bonds established in a new and
reorganized manner. It is this assertion that directly ties to the use of SNS as a mourning ritual.
Individuals are able to maintain a connection with the individual, often directing comments
toward the deceased, in a space in which they previously connected. SNS allow individuals a
transitional object, creating a place to adapt the relationship with the deceased without losing the
sense of connection (DeGroot, 2009).
While often used interchangeably, to avoid confusion, definitions of grief, mourning and
bereavement are provided. According to Small (2001), grief is “the pain and suffering
experienced after loss” (p. 20). It is a private emotional experience (Hockey, Katz, & Small,
2001). This is differentiated from mourning, which is defined as the “period of time during
which signs of grief are made visible” (Small, 2001, p. 20). Mourning becomes an observable
and public action often involving death rituals (Hockey et al., 2001). Finally, bereavement
represents “the process of losing a close relationship” (Small, 2001, p. 20). To ensure
comprehension and maintain clarity within this dissertation these terms will be used as defined.
This project will primarily investigate western social customs in relation to the use of
SNS Memorial Groups. While bereavement is a universal process, it remains a learned behavior
from the cultural environment. It is highly specified across time (Carroll, 1998; Howarth, 2001;
Hsu, Kahn, Yee, & Lee, 2004). Therefore, the practice of SNS Memorial Groups can only be
understood within a social context. Hockey et al. (2001) notes that western society has shifted
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toward more hidden death, exchanging public displays of grief for private expression. As the
mourning rituals are further privatized, grief, the individual pain associated with loss, becomes
the primary component of the bereavement process. Western society tends to focus on grief due
to the reduction of public rituals (Hockey et al., 2001). It is likely that SNS provide a unique
opportunity to retain the private nature of grief while incorporating the support of others. While
the use of SNS sites is a global phenomenon, the scope of this project will focus on the use of
SNS as a mourning ritual within western society, primarily the United States of America in the
21st century.
The practice of Memorial Groups has been discussed by journalists in relation to the
deaths of young individuals and the resulting grief affecting friends. However, the academic
community has yet to fully examine the process (Clough, 2006; Cox, 2007; McKenna & Poe,
2006; Mendoza, 2007; Walker, 2006). The purpose of this dissertation was to further illuminate
the process of accessing and maintaining personal Memorial Groups on Social Networking Sites,
specifically on Facebook. Building on previous research, the creation of Memorial Groups in
terms of intent and utility will be analyzed. Specifically, a questionnaire was distributed to the
creators, often called administrators, of the Memorial Group. The questionnaire focused on the
creation, use, and future of the Memorial Group as well as compared the Memorial Group to
other death rituals in which the individual participated, providing a first-person
perspective on the value of creating a SNS Memorial Group. The qualitative survey
research design generalized information regarding what has and continues to be happening in
terms of SNS Memorial Groups. With greater understanding of the use of these sites, more
information about the utility and benefit of the practice can be discussed. Through the
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examination of the administrators intended meaning, the use of SNS as a ritual of mourning will
be better understood, depicting how technology continues to shape the grieving process.
Research Question One: What are the intended purposes, utilization, and benefits of
Social Networking Site Memorial Groups as experienced by the creator?
Research Question Two: As a modern death ritual, what does the creation of Social
Networking Site Memorial Groups contribute to the process of grief?
This dissertation is divided into chapters. Chapter 2 reviews relevant literature regarding
grief in terms of theories of mourning, bereavement, and online grief practices as well as an
examination of social networking sites. The method, measures, and procedure used in this
research project are outlined in Chapter 3. Results are presented and evaluated in Chapter 4, and
finally, conclusions and recommendations are discussed in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
This project focused on the use of Social Networking Sites (SNS) as a memorial ritual,
obtaining descriptive information about the creation, utility, and benefit of the practice. Through
the survey of the creators/administrators of the Memorial Groups, the use of SNS as a ritual of
mourning will be better understood, depicting how technology continues to shape the grieving
process. Grief has long been studied by psychologists, anthropologists, and sociologists,
identifying the cultural ramifications and ongoing process of mourning (Bowlby, 1980; Corr,
1992; Kübler-Ross, 1969; Neimeyer, 2000; Parkes, 1986). While grief remains a highly personal
and individualized process, differing by shape, context, and length, it is generally agreed that
commonalities within the mourning process are present within cultures (Lofland, 1985). As
western culture continues to develop lasting ties with new media, particularly Social Network
Sites, the practice of Memorial Groups has increased (Carter, 2009; DeGroot, 2009; de Vries &
Rutherford, 2004; Hess, 2007; Graves, 2009; Roberts, 2006).
This chapter will first outline the theory of grief as well as identify culturally relevant
death rituals in order to provide a context to understand SNS Memorial Groups, connecting
recent developments with traditional grief research. Additionally, the chapter will describe
previous research conducted on online grief practices such as web cemeteries and
cybermemorials. Finally, the history and development of SNS will be briefly described to present
the reader with background information regarding the technology.
Attachment Theory
In order to understand the effect of grief and loss, the importance of attachment must first
be understood. Attachment theory establishes the bond between humans. First posited by Bowlby
(1969), attachment is described as a "lasting psychological connectedness between human
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beings" (p. 194). Bowlby asserted that attachment serves as a survival mechanism, keeping the
infant close to the mother, thus improving the child's chances of survival. As the child ages,
attachment bonds are formed with a wider circle of individuals. However, the importance of
these bonds remains.
Research has established the neurological basis for attachment, recognizing neurological
changes based on the connection with others (Lewis, Amini, & Lannon, 2000). The limbic
system in the brain is responsible for nurturing, detecting the internal state of other mammals.
Through this connection, the needs of others can be recognized, establishing closer bonds.
Limbic resonance refers to the “symphony of mutual exchange and internal adaptation whereby
two mammals become attuned to each other’s inner states” (Lewis et al., p. 63). Limbic
resonance is responsible for the importance of attachment bonds that in turn establish
neurophysiologic stability. Mammals depend on limbic resonance, which causes changes in
emotional state and global bodily function such as immune regulation, sleep rhythms, hormone
levels, cardiovascular function and metabolism (Lewis et al.). When separated from attachment
figures, mammals enter into somatic disarray. Physiological changes, coupled with the intense
internal distress, lead to the experience of grief. It is the importance of our relationships that
establish the impact of loss.
Types of Grief
Grief differs due to the local history of the individual as well as the manner of death and
relationship to the individual. Parkes and Weiss (1983) describe three types of grief including
unanticipated grief, conflicted grief, and chronic grief that can impact the general functioning of
the grieving individual. Unanticipated grief relates to unexpected deaths such as accidents or
homicide. While individuals continue to despair when given warning of the potential death, the
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trauma associated with unanticipated grief is often more disabling (Parkes & Weiss). The trauma
of the unanticipated event can prevent the progression of grief, making it more difficult to cope
with the loss. Conflicted grief targets the relationship between the deceased and the mourner.
When the relationship prior to death was conflicted or problematic, the grieving process can
become more difficult. The individual often remains conflicted about the loss. Memories of the
individual can be tainted by the negative associations and memories, maintaining the conflict
even in death. The mourning individual is left with the negative emotions regarding the
relationship as well as the need to grieve, further complicating the process. The third type of
grief described by Parkes and Weiss (1983) includes chronic grief. This relates to individuals
who are anxious and fearful of managing alone. Chronic grief is often connected to dependence
on a spouse. The individual does not learn to cope with the loss and the initial grief continues,
creating a chronic state of distress. As defined by Parkes and Weiss (1983), the type of grief
affects the individuals’ ability to cope with a loss as well as the long-term effects of that loss,
shaping the grieving process. It is important to recognize the individual needs of the mourner
when considering mourning rituals. The needs of each participant may differ and the quest for
meaning may be altered by the type of death or relationship with the deceased (Neimeyer, 2000).
For this project, the needs of the individual creating the SNS may differ depending on a range of
factors and will need to be taken into consideration when examining the purpose and meaning
associated with the memorial.
Theories of Grief
Through the extensive analysis of the effects of grief, the grieving process, and long term
psychological functioning, myriad theories of grief have been posited. Grief has been discussed
in terms of sequential stages, tasks, and the grieving process (Bowlby, 1980; Corr, 1992;
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Kübler-Ross, 1969; Neimeyer, 2000; Parkes, 1986). Recent research suggests that grief is best
understood within a flexible context, recognizing the tendency to move between phases during
the mourning period (Small, 2001). While specific details of the process of grief remain distinct,
theorists generally agree to three components, intellectual recognition of the loss, emotional
acceptance, and development of new assumptions about self (Bowlby, 1980; Corr, 1992;
Kübler-Ross, 1969; Neimeyer, 2000; Parkes, 1986; Parkes &Weiss, 1983). This project will
focus on one theory of grief outlined by Bowlby, utilizing Bowlby’s theory of grief to understand
the process of mourning and association with death rituals. Bowlby’s theory of grief is a
comprehensive and accepted theory relating to the process of loss. Additionally, Bowlby’s theory
of grief provides the necessary context to examine SNS memorials as evident by previous
research (DeGroot, 2009). Bowlby’s theory will be examined to provide a framework for the
history of grief research as well as the context in which to examine SNS Memorial Groups,
recognizing the beneficial nature of the ritual within the grieving process.
Bowlby’s phases of grief. Bowlby developed a theory of grief from his research on
attachment and separation. Through his examination of loss within animals, he noted that similar
behaviors could be observed in animals when separated from caregivers, leading to further
discussion about the evolution of grief within humans as well as the effects of the irreconcilable
loss of attachment figures (Bowlby, 1961). Bowlby defines grief in terms of the loss of
attachment figures whereas the “rupture leads to separation anxiety and grief and sets in train
[sic] processes of mourning” (Bowlby, 1961, p. 317). Initially, he proposed three stages of grief,
which outline the work of grief, including: (a) yearning and searching, (b) disorganization and
despair, and (c) reorganization. An additional phase, numbness, which became the first phase of
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the model, was introduced at a later date (Bowlby, 1980). Bowlby’s research was further
expounded by Parkes (1986) who formalized his research and described the stages in-depth.
While the theory clearly delineates four stages, it is not intended to be a progressive
model and individuals are expected to “oscillate violently” between phases (Bowlby, 1961, p.
331). Grief is considered a process and not simply a state. The four stages can be understood as
four clinical pictures that replace each other regularly and blend together depending on the
emotional state of the mourning individual (Parkes, 1986). An individual may be simultaneously
in shock and be angry with others for the loss. However, Bowlby asserts that each stage must be
experienced for the final stage of recovery to be accomplished. The four phases of grief, as
defined by Bowlby and Parkes, will be outlined in the following paragraphs.
Numbness. Numbness represents the first phase of grief, categorized by a blunting of
feelings and state of shock (Parkes, 1970). The trauma of a multitude of changes causes
individuals to be unable to interpret the environment that surrounds them. Too many emotions,
expectations, behaviors, and requirements are experienced simultaneously. A sense of numbness
becomes an attempt to screen out additional distressing input, as the individual cannot grasp the
enormity of the loss (Bowlby, 1980). While this disbelief and disregard for the loss cannot be
sustained over time, it allows the individual time to emotionally accept the repercussions of the
circumstance and begin to understand the meaning associated with the loss (DeGroot, 2009). The
feelings of shock and numbness typically last up to a week; however, they may return at other
points within the grieving process (Parkes, 1970). Numbness is best understood as a temporary
coping strategy that allows individuals time to emotionally and cognitively process the loss.
Yearning, searching, and anger. The second phase of grief is described as yearning,
searching, and anger, representing the disequilibrium experienced following a loss. The second
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phase of grief, in which the meaning of the loss is felt, can last months or years (Bowlby, 1980).
A strong desire for the deceased leads to crying and anger due to the impossibility of the wish
(Bowlby, 1961). A study conducted by Parkes (1970) following twenty-two widows noted the
presence of motor-hyperactivity, being drawn to places associated with their husbands, and a
conscious urge to search for their husbands during this time period. The grieving individual may
move toward possible locations of the lost attachment figure in an attempt to reduce the sense of
distress. For example, sitting in a favored chair, walking to preferred locations in the house, and
visiting frequent stops within the community is common. While this searching component is
considered illogical or irrational, it serves a biological purpose. Members of lower species
typically protest the loss of a loved object, seeking to recover the missing object frantically
(Bowlby, 1961). This same desire to retrieve the lost attachment figure creates restless energy for
the grieving individual as well as continual disappointment when the individual cannot be found.
Although searching is often identified as a motor act, perceptual components are also present
(Bowlby, 1980). Images and memories of the lost individual are recalled as well, creating similar
feelings of disequilibrium and distress.
The primary features of the second stage of grief are restless searching, intermittent hope,
repeated disappointment, weeping, anger, accusations, and ingratitude (Bowlby, 1980). Anger is
a common theme, with intense anger directed toward those felt to be responsible both irrationally
and rationally (Bowlby, 1961). Bowlby describes anger as a vent for the frustration of the
meaningless search for the deceased. Anger provides both meaning for the sense of
disequilibrium as well as a vent for the emotions. Within the second stage of grief, individuals
often vacillate between avoiding reminders and longing for reminders of the deceased (Bowlby,
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1980). This can be understood as part of the desire for the individual and the inability to tolerate
the level of distress associated with the impossibility of that desire.
Additionally, the grieving individual must re-evaluate what objects and places represent
in the deceased’s absence (Attig, 2001). Within this phase of grief, individuals are not yet
familiar with the loss and continue to engage in habitual patterns, such as purchasing favored
items, sleeping on one side of the bed, etc. As individuals catch themselves enacting previously
learned routines, the sense of distress and sadness is multiplied, often catching the individual off
guard and increasing the disequilibrium. Within this phase of grief, individuals have not yet
learned to accept routines that were designed for the deceased or recreated new practices
associated with the new circumstances.
Disorganization and despair. Disorganization and despair, the third phase of grief,
represents the acceptance of the loss and associated distress. The loss of a significant other
creates a number of personal shifts and the individuals must redefine themselves. This
transitional period is often accompanied by a sense of hopelessness and despair. During this
phase of grief, individuals have more difficulty remaining self-sufficient and automatic
processing may be inhibited (Bowlby, 1961). Further, initiating and maintaining actions,
routines, and expectations becomes increasingly difficult (Bowlby, 1961). The level of
dysfunction and difficulty engaging in the world is due to an overwhelming sense of bleakness
present. The grieving individuals’ worldview and life can appear empty due to the loss, which
leads to an increasing sense of isolation and despair. This can become particularly true as
personal networks become smaller within western society and individuals have fewer community
ties (Lofland, 1985). As we reduce our community involvement and become more isolated, the
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significance of one individual becomes more central. A loss is felt more deeply due to the limited
remaining connections.
During this phase of grief, individuals are often easily distracted and have difficulty
concentrating. This is most likely due to the overwhelming sense of disorganization created by
the loss. Bowlby (1961) notes that this phase is essential to the establishment of new patterns.
Previously learned behaviors and routines are no longer useful and the individual must accept
this loss before they are able to reorganize their lives. The significant degree of immobility and
incapacity allows the individual to fully experience the meaning of the loss and disregard
previously learned patterns. Without this level of disorganization, the individual may not be
forced to create new routines and connections. The third phase of grief prepares the individual
for the final component and is necessary for the individual to re-establish meaningful life.
Reorganization. The final phase of grief as theorized by Bowlby includes reorganization
and recovery. Bowlby (1980) suggests that the individual is able to make sense of the loss,
creating a new personal narrative. The individual has learned to manage the pain of the loss and
is able to adapt to life without the attachment figure. This can include cognitive, emotional,
psychological, social, and spiritual components, all of which have been altered by the loss
(DeGroot, 2009). Recovery does not dispel sorrow or sense of loss, but rather, allows the
individual to both acknowledge the pain and continue to move forward. Researchers often define
the final phase as a transition between a concrete connection with the individual and an abstract
sense of the individual. Further, Bowlby (1980) notes that “the resolution of grief is not to sever
bonds but to establish a changed bond with the dead person” (p. 399). The resolution of grief is
not to remove the connection with the deceased, but rather, to maintain the bond in a new and
reorganized manner.
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Continuing bonds. Historically, grief has been viewed as something to overcome, a
process to work through and master. This is particularly true within twenty-first century western
society. The western frameworks of grief assert that grief can be resolved when the mourning
individual can emotionally detach themselves from the deceased (Bowlby, 1969, 1979, 1980;
Parkes, 1986; Rando, 1992; Worden, 1991). However, in the 1990s researchers began to discuss
the need to continue a relationship with the deceased, suggesting that it is possible to maintain a
tie with the deceased while accepting that the person is dead (Moss, 2004). Studies have shown
that life and death are not separate entities and that normal grief does not require the termination
of bonds with the deceased (Klass, Silverman, & Nickman, 1996). This means that individuals
are able to continue to feel a connection with deceased individuals without problematic
consequences, continuing to live productive and psychologically healthy lives. Supporters of the
continuing bonds theory state that individuals construct inner representations of the individual
(Howarth, 2000). Through the inner representation of the deceased, the mourning individual
continues to experience a sense of closeness and comfort from the relationship. According to a
study conducted by Moss (2004), the remaining tie with the deceased loved one is identified as
self-affirming and comforting. This can be seen in how individuals talk about death, celebrate
anniversaries, and complete unfinished projects as an acknowledgement of the importance of the
relationship (Howarth, 2000; Vickio, 1999).
Some conflicting data has been identified in terms of the continuing bonds theory. A
study conducted by Neimeyer, Baldwin, and Gillies, (2006) found that individuals who
maintained a sense of closeness through material possessions endorsed more grief related
problems and distress. However, individuals who maintained an abstract connection, primarily
through memories, reported less distress. Further, the study identified a significant correlation
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with meaning making, finding that a continuing bond in individuals with low sense-making lead
to symptoms of complicated grief (Neimeyer et al., 2006). This means that when the grieving
individual retains the sense of closeness with the deceased without fully understanding the
connection and making-sense of the behavior, it can lead to consequences that are more
problematic. While evidence regarding the ability to maintain a sense of closeness and
continuing bond with a deceased attachment figures remains inconsistent, it seems likely that the
effects differ by individual and that an absolute requirement remains unnecessary. It is important
to remember the specific context of the relationship and the characteristics of the mourning
individual when discussing the process of grief and the potential outcomes when conducting
research on mourning rituals. Both the grieving process and the importance of mourning rituals
are impacted by personal characteristics and it is possible for individuals to engage in the same
process and experience significantly different results.
Social support. Irrespective of the differences within the theories of grief, it is generally
agreed that the comfort and support of others helps to facilitate recovery (Parkes and Weiss,
1983). Through the social support of others, the grieving individual is able to tolerate the
disequilibrium and distress associated with the loss as well as to create new meaning. Talking
about the death with others has been suggested as a positive coping skill, allowing individuals to
process grief (Lehman et al., 1999). The grieving individual is provided the space and
opportunity to acknowledge difficult emotions. Additionally, the sense of isolation is decreased
due to the presence of significant others. The grieving individual learns to accept the range of
emotions experienced when a sense of acceptance is established. Social support allows
individuals to develop coping skills as well as feel more compassionate and confident during a
difficult process (Frantz, Trolley, & Farrell, 1998).
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Rituals of Mourning
A ritual is defined as a “symbolic use of bodily movement and gesture in a social
situation to express and articulate meaning” (Bocock, 1974, p. 37). Rituals have long been
included within the grieving process, changing in regard to the social, political, and cultural
environment of the time. Rituals serve to “catalyze acute grief responses, prescribe structural
behaviors in time of flux, and encourage recognition of the loss and development of new
relationships with both the deceased and community” (Rando, 1984, p. 190). However,
mourning rituals have become more obsolete within modern society (Haney, Leimer, & Lowery,
1997). While traditional rituals have been deemphasized within western society, research
continues to indicate that engagement in post death rituals aids in adjustment (Bolton & Camp,
1986-1987). In a study conducted by Castle and Philips (2003), the majority of participants rated
ritual activities as at least moderately helpful. This suggests that, while society downplays
participation in death rituals, it continues to be a beneficial component within the mourning
process. Key characteristics associated with positive rituals include being in an emotionally safe
environment and participating in a meaningful activity. Through the experience of positive death
rituals, individuals are able to increase meaning making within a positive environment. The
importance of death rituals within the process of grief is essential to note despite the more recent
decrease in participation within western society. It is the researcher’s assertion that SNS
Memorial Groups serve as a new type of death ritual that encompass the essential features of
more traditional rituals within a socially accepted medium.
The basic elements present within mourning rituals will be discussed in order to provide
context and criteria for post death rituals. A gesture, ceremony, or action can be classified as a
mourning ritual as long as it conforms to the basic components suggested. Kollar (1989)
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identified four elements within post death rituals. The first component of a post death ritual is
entry into a special place, time or relationship, marking the event as separate from the ordinary.
The ritual must be identified in some manner as separate from the norm, establishing sanctity of
the event. Second, a core symbolic act must be completed. This act may be completed
individually or with others present. Additionally, the intended audience may differ dramatically.
For example, visiting a gravesite is considered a symbolic act. However, depending on the day of
visitation, other individuals may or may not be present. The third component described by Kollar
is time to absorb the meaning of the act and the relationship with the deceased. The grieving
individual is allowed the time to integrate the ritual and dwell within the loss. Finally, the ritual
concludes with a return to normalcy and leave taking from the emotionally charged event both
physically and mentally (Kollar, 1989). Within this broad definition of post death rituals, many
actions can be seen as a type of mourning ritual. While an incomplete list, common rituals of
mourning in western society that will be discussed within this project include obituaries,
funerals, death site memorials, visiting the cemetery, and more recently, online memorials.
Obituaries. Obituaries are a form of collective memory, documenting the life of the
deceased (Fowler, 2007). Defined as a “record or announcement of a death or deaths, esp. in a
newspaper; usually comprising a brief biological sketch of the deceased,” obituaries inform the
greater community of the loss and provide context and depth to the life lived (Starck, 2006, p.
10). Depending on the individual, the obituary may be written by a family member, friend, or
journalist. While obituaries represent a type of mourning ritual both in the creation and the
reading, obituaries are typically utilized as a distribution of information, including details
regarding additional services and the wishes of the family regarding flowers, etc. Additionally,
restrictions regarding length and content are frequently imposed, limiting the expression of the
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writer. Obituaries serve as an early death ritual, acknowledging both the life and death of the
deceased.
Funerals. For the purpose of this investigation, funerals, memorial services, tribute
services, or celebration of life services will be combined under the heading of funeral. Funerals
provide a context to honor and remember the deceased individual as well as an opportunity to
comfort the survivors (Weeks, 2004). While the specific nature of the funeral may differ
dramatically, ranging from more traditional to contemporary, the majority of deaths are followed
by some type of funeral or service (National Funeral Directors’ Association, 2006). The funeral
ritual helps to remember the life of the individual, express grief, support bereaved, and prepare
for the experience of life without the deceased individual (Weeks, 2004). It unites the community
to recognize the loss within a context of support. Memorializing serves to mourn the deceased
and communicate with others who are also mourning as well as ease the living’s grief and guilt,
(Foot, Warnick, & Schneider, 2006).
While a number of positive outcomes are associated with the funeral ritual including
affirming religious beliefs, providing a time for accepted emotional expression, and forming
memories of the deceased, several limitations of funerals exist (Bosely & Cook, 1993). The
relative quickness between the death and the funeral may be too early for some individuals who
are unable to process the loss within the allotted time frame. Further, in order to be personally
meaningful, the funeral needs to incorporate beliefs and preferences of the deceased as well as
the grieving individuals, creating a context for the expression of grief. A funeral without
meaning may be detrimental to those involved, delaying the process of grieving (Weeks, 2004).
A lack of cohesion between the individual and service may leave participants unable to grieve
during the ritual. The meaning intended is replaced with awkward confusion. Further, social
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norms may inhibit the expression of emotion within the funeral setting, particularly for men
(Corr, Nabe, & Corr, 2006; Howarth, 2001). If individuals feel pressured to deny emotions
during the funeral service, the positive benefits may be marginalized. Finally, funerals may not
be helpful for individuals experiencing disenfranchised grief. Disenfranchised grief, or
unsupported grief, describes the grief of individuals whose relationship is unrecognized such as
an ex-spouse or a gay/lesbian partner. Within this context, the individual may not achieve the
benefit of the funeral due to the marginalized status (Kollar, 1989). Although a number of
limitations are noted in terms of funerals, the opportunity to remember the deceased and receive
support remains a valuable asset within the mourning process.
Death site memorials. The practice of death site memorials has become increasingly
popular (Howarth, 2000). Death site memorials are spontaneous memorials, typically for
unanticipated violent death; these sites usually include items such as teddy bears, candles,
flowers, crosses, flags, and notes depending on the cultural and spiritual practices of the
individual. The placed objects are often meaningful for the mourner, representing a connection
with the deceased. The focal point of the ritual is the creation and visitation of the shrine for the
deceased (Haney et al., 1997). It is a private action that is open for public display (Howarth,
2000). Further, the creation of a death site memorial allows the mourning individual to actively
participate, allowing their gift to be an integral component within the shrine (Jorgensen-Earp &
Lanzilotti, 1998). Unlike other rituals in which the majority of individuals are present to witness
the event such as a funeral, death site memorials allow everyone to contribute and represent a
collective tribute to the deceased.
Visiting the location of the remains. Visiting the gravesite, typically in a cemetery, is a
common post death ritual that can occur periodically throughout the life span of the mourning
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individual. Often a graveside ceremony involving the placement of the remains is conducted
immediately following a funeral, as friends and family gather to watch the casket be lowered into
the grave (Graves, 2009). A gravestone marking the location of the deceased, often with words
honoring the life of the deceased or denoting significant relationships, is typical in western
society (Francis, Kellaher, & Neophytou, 2001). Following the initial interment, gravesite
visitation, possibly on holidays or birthdays, may be regular (Weeks, 2004). The ritual may
involve tending flowers or leaving items such as flags. While this ritual is typically associated
with cemeteries, similar rituals are conducted at other gravesites such as the location where the
ashes were scattered, etc. (Graves, 2009). Additionally, the visitation of the site is often an
emotional experience, allowing the mourning individual an opportunity to express grief. Francis
et al. (2001) argue that the visitation of the site of the remains represents an example of the
continuing bond with the deceased, demonstrating the persistence of normal grief throughout the
life of the mourning individual. The tending of the gravesite marks an ongoing affection and care
for the deceased. One limitation of the traditional cemetery is the geographic restriction. As
society becomes more geographically mobile, the visitation of the site is not always possible
(Cable, 1998). The tending of the gravesite may not be feasible as family members live in
diverse areas which prevents the performance of the mourning ritual. When accessible, the
visitation of the gravesite represents a socially accepted ritual of mourning that is not confined
by time.
Writing. While writing about the experience of grief and loss is a common practice, it is
not always considered a death ritual. This investigation asserts that writing/journaling conforms
to the four components of post death ritual outlined by Kollar (1989). The individual (a) decides
to engage in the activity, separating the act from ordinary life; (b) the core symbolic act is the
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process of writing or later sharing the written product with others; (c) the process of writing
allows the individual time to absorb the emotions and thoughts expressed; and finally (d) the
writing is completed. While the ritual of writing about the death may be less formalized than
other practices, it continues to be a symbolic act that brings peace and meaning to the individual
engaged with the ritual. Writing can be used to comfort others, express grief, or immortalize the
dead (Lattanzi & Hale, 1985).
Further, writing can provide an emotional outlet for individuals unable to express
emotion in public, creating a safe environment for the expression of the pain associated with
loss. Writing becomes a vent for individuals as well as a way to gain perspective (Lattanzi &
Hale, 1985). Lattanzi and Hale found that writing is most helpful two to six months after the
death. Further, while writing typically initiates spontaneously, it is often shared with others. This
act frequently is met with a positive result, providing a context with which to discuss the
experience of grief. Writing can be particularly helpful for the disenfranchised griever who may
not have social support regarding the loss (Kollar, 1989). Writing represents a positive mourning
ritual as it provides a context to create meaning as well as may include a social component with
the sharing of the document.
Contemporary death rituals. With the narrowing of traditional death rituals and the
increase of disenfranchised grief, new death rituals have been created. One example of a new
social pattern includes the NAMES Project AIDS Memorial Quilt. The quilt is created in
representation of the individuals who have died of HIV-disease or AIDS with individual
components stitched together into a larger whole. The quilt allows for the expression of grief
both individually and as part of a larger community of loss (de Vries & Rutherford, 2004).
Further, the display of the quilt provides an additional element of ritual, simultaneously
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increasing the audiences’ awareness of the loss and honoring the deceased. While a number of
contemporary rituals are being created, the AIDS quilt represents the importance of personal
meaning within a larger community context. As the needs of grieving individuals and the larger
social context changes, new rituals to express grief and create meaning will be adopted. This can
be clearly seen within the use of internet and online grief practices.
Online Grief
With the advent of technology as well as the increasing use of computers and internet
within daily life, development of online sites to express grief or memorialize the deceased have
become increasingly popular. Online sites allow individuals to personalize their experience,
self-selecting images and practices (Hockey et al., 2001). The self-directed and collaborative
features of the internet allow individuals to manage loss and grief in a highly personal manner.
Initial research has indicated that online grief rituals follow more traditional rituals in terms of
memorializing and meaning-making (Jones, 2004). However, the nontraditional nature of the
medium allows more options in terms of timing, location, and content (Graves, 2009). Online
cemeteries, memorials, and cybermemorials for tragic events will be reviewed to identify basic
principles and practices associated with online grief sites. As “virtual becomes an increasing part
of our reality” the need to memorialize loved ones within virtual reality becomes more symbolic
and personally relevant (Roberts, 1999, p. 344).
Online cemeteries. Online cemeteries such as Virtual Memorial Gardens or Dearly
Departed provide an online site for the creation and maintenance of a memorial for the deceased.
Individuals are able to create a memorial within the online web cemetery, creating a personal
memorial within a collection of similar memorials. Often traditional images such as nature are
included, reflecting a connection with a physical cemetery. Virtual Memorial Gardens is one
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example of a web cemetery with 1,500 memorials dedicated to people and 1,000 dedicated to
pets as of 1999 (Roberts, 1999). It is a free text based service that allows bereaved individuals to
leave messages for the deceased. Web cemeteries provide a place to honor the deceased with few
restrictions in terms of length or format unlike traditional obituaries (Roberts, 1999). Typically,
the sites provide a place for a memorial or text to be composed about the individual. Common
themes include sadness/missing, cause of death, religious belief, watching over loved ones, and
reunion with the deceased (Roberts, 1999).
A survey of online cemeteries conducted by de Vries and Rutherford (2004), found that
online cemetery entries often referenced the deceased but did not include specific details
regarding the manner of death. Family members were most likely to make religious references
within their memorials (de Vries & Rutherford, 2004). Additionally, memorials were most likely
to be written to the deceased often in letter format or about the deceased like a eulogy (Roberts &
Vidal, 2000). The majority of memorials were for men written by women (Roberts, 1999). The
relative ease in which individuals may create a web cemetery memorial differentiates itself from
traditional cemeteries. Online cemeteries are a low cost and easily accessed format for honoring
the deceased that is maintained by a third entity. Online cemeteries can serve as a support group,
connecting individuals with similar losses. Further, the geographic limitations presented by
physical cemeteries are not present within the online context, allowing individuals to visit the
memorial as regularly as desired. While the benefits of ease of access and no time constraints are
present, the group does not provide a space for face-to-face interaction or opportunity to meet at
a prescribed time, potentially limiting interaction with others (Moss, 2004). Online web
cemeteries provide individuals with an alternative death ritual that provides several unique
factors such as low cost, opportunity for creativity, and increased accessibility.
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Online personal memorials. Similar to online cemeteries, online memorials are
text-based representations of the lost individual. Online memorials can be personal web pages
turned into a memorial site upon the death or a webpage created following the loss. Without the
cultural rules dictating content, length, and accepted symbols, web memorials can vary based on
the creator’s needs, preferences, and computer skills (Roberts, 2004a). Several surveys of online
web memorials have been conducted (Roberts, 2004b; Roberts, 2006; Roberts & Vidal, 2000).
The researchers found that most participants indicated that creating the memorial was helpful
within the bereavement process. Additionally, a significant number of individuals reported that
they would create another memorial in the future. Further, 19 % of bereaved participants
spontaneously mentioned that they had helped others create a web memorial (Roberts & Vidal,
2000). This suggests that the opportunity to create a lasting memorial with personal meaning is a
beneficial alternative ritual for grieving individuals.
While online memorials appear to be a positive ritual, some evidence questions the
benefits of online memorials. A study conducted by Nager and de Vries (2004) noted that
daughters who had created an online memorial website for their mothers had lower attachment
before the death and higher distress following the death. This means that the individuals
continued to experience a high level of problematic or complicated grief following the creation
of the site. It is possible that the individuals who decided to create an online memorial had more
conflicted relationships and therefore more problematic grief. While it is difficult to generalize
results of one study, it is important to acknowledge the possibility of more negative aspects of
the use of online rituals. It is possible that individuals who create online memorials do so
because of an existing lack of social support that would increase distress. If the need for support
is not accomplished through the website, the individual may remain highly distraught. Despite
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the somewhat inconsistent research, online memorials allow a site for personal creation and
meaning making. Additionally, creators are able to actively participate in the ritual, constructing
the site to meet personal needs.
Cybermemorials. Following a public tragedy such as 9/11, the Oklahoma City Bombing,
or Columbine, public physical memorials are constructed to honor and remember the deceased.
As computer fluency increases, online memorials are becoming more common. While many
terms are used to describe the memorials such as online mass memorials and digital memorials,
this project will utilize the term cybermemorial to refer to memorials created online following a
public tragedy. Like physical memorials, cybermemorials serve as public spaces, which identify
certain ideas and beliefs to be passed on for future generations (Herbert, 2008). Cybermemorials
have the unique ability to enable communities to share private grief (Herbert, 2008).
While physical memorials serve as a powerful testament to history and the narratives of
tragedy, they are often shaped by the dominant culture, defining what will enter the collective
memory (Herbert, 2008). The official narrative deemed appropriate is honored and the personal
experiences of individuals may be excluded. The internet provides a context to create memorials
that are not shaped by official culture and represent the views of a range of individuals (Herbert,
2008). Not only can cybermemorials document counter-culture, they allow for ongoing creation,
changing as the needs of the group transform.
After the Virginia Tech shootings in 2007, many members of Social Networking Sites
changed their profile pictures to a VT memorial ribbon, displaying solidarity and mourning
simultaneously. This action can be interpreted as a spontaneous public memorial designed to
express the horror of the event as well as create a sense of community support. Further, SNS
were used as a place to mourn, gather information, and engage in dialogue regarding the
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complex issues present during the traumatic event (Herbert, 2008). For example, individuals
posted comments regarding their location and safety while under campus lockdown, using the
SNS to communicate to friends and family. The SNS medium becomes an immediate site of
communication and political expression, documenting the needs and beliefs of the individual
members. Cybermemorials provide an opportunity for the public to contribute their voice to the
memorial, shaping the design. The collective memory formed by cybermemorials enables the
public to contribute to their form and become a “source of solidarity” (Misztal, 2003, p. 133).
Several dimensions have been created for identifying and analyzing cybermemorials by
Foot, Warnick and Scheider (2006). The authors divided the core features into seven categories
(a) object/focus of commemoration, (b) co-production, (c) voice, (d) immediacy, (e) fixity, (f)
intended audience, (g) relational positioning of victims. The first dimension, object/focus of
commemoration, targets the intent of the memorial. Does the memorial focus on the loss or
remembrance? Alternatively, does the memorial target more abstract concepts like heroism or
loss of security (Foot et al., 2006)? Additionally, is the memorial personal or general? The nature
and direction of the cybermemorial shape the intention and utility of the creation.
The second component that can differentiate cybermemorials from physical memorials is
co-production. Does the memorial allow other users to contribute to the site, posting comments,
leaving digital items, etc.? This appears particularly relevant within current technology as
interactive participation grows. Television and websites provide regular contexts for audience
participation, from voting to posting comments. For cybermemorials, the option for
co-production delineates the intention and utility of the site.
Similar to production is the third category, voice, which outlines the tone of the
memorial. Cybermemorials can be produced by a single or collective entity, changing the format
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and information expression. Further, does the cybermemorial reflect a single voice or is it
multivocal? For example, the Association of Flight Attendants’ memorial site is a cybermemorial
for flight attendants serving on the hijacked planes on September 11th. It is produced by an
organization and has created a uniform overarching narrative (Foot et al., 2006). Comparatively,
the National Park Service created a Memorial Group for 9/11 entitled National Park Service:
9.11.01 Remembrance. The site is multivocal through its use of eyewitness accounts as well as a
metanarrative (Foot et al., 2006). The inclusion of many voices or a single entity shapes the
content of the cybermemorial.
The fourth dimension, immediacy, denotes the timeframe in which the memorial was
constructed. Was the site constructed immediately following the event, such as the profile picture
changes following the Virginia Tech shooting, or is the cybermemorial the composition of
careful planning and design? Spontaneous gestures can evolve into memorials that are more
official. The fifth component, fixity, denotes whether the memorial is static or dynamic and
whether there is opportunity for evolution (Foot et al., 2006). The intended audience represents
the sixth criteria for cybermemorials. Through the examination of the text, it is often possible to
identify the assumed audience for which the site was created. Possible audiences for which the
cybermemorial could be created include the deceased, family and friends of the deceased, other
survivors of the traumatic event, rescuers or heroes, and finally visitors to the memorial who
were not directly involved with the event (Foot et al., 2006). Depending on the intended
audience, the tone and direction of the memorial may differ significantly.
The final category identified by Foot et al. (2006) is the relational positioning of the
victims. This identifies how the memorializer addresses the victims. For example, does the
memorial refer to specific individuals known personally or in a third person format? While
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identifying the memorializers’ relationship with the tragedy, the category also establishes a
difference between personal cybermemorials and more corporate cybermemorials. The seven
categories provide a context to examine cybermemorials and understand both the meaning within
the creation and the visitation of the memorial.
Web-based memorializing and cybermemorials are creating social practices that are
mediated through computer networks. Digital objects, structures, and spaces of commemoration
are produced in an effort to personalize and contribute to society following a public tragedy
(Foot et al., 2006). It is a public recognition of personal experience (Hess, 2007). One benefit of
cybermemorials includes the easy distribution. Videos often are described as “gone viral” as a
huge number of individuals are able to access the cybermemorial within a short span of time.
Additionally, cybermemorials are easily replicated unlike physical memorials (Hess, 2007).
Individuals are able to copy and repost symbols and images with ease. While an infringement on
copyrights, this allows individuals to display solidarity online in an unprecedented fashion. As
the development of cybermemorials increases, through the creation of videos and websites, the
practice can be understood as a form of social activism. Individuals are able to express beliefs,
ideas, and personal narratives within a larger context, unburdened by official culture.
Cybermemorials have created a new form of public expression following tragedies, allowing
numerous individuals to contribute and participate within the grieving process.
Social Networking Sites
The expansion of technology, particularly new media, including computers, internet, cell
phones, and video games has profoundly impacted the lifestyle of western society. As heavy
consumers of media, we are shaped by the images, ideas, and products marketed (La Ferle et al.,
2000). A December 2009 survey found that 74% of American adults utilize the internet (Raine,
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2010). Further, 88% of online Americans say the Internet plays a role in their daily routines
(Fallows, 2004). The increasing use of and access to the internet as well as online
communication tools such as instant messaging (IM), chat, email, youtube, etc. has created new
contexts for social development, shaping personal interaction and relationships.
Early work on computer-mediated communication (CMC) predicted that shifting
interaction from face to face contact to virtual based interaction would impoverish
communication. Additionally, researchers believed that cyberspace was fraught with
misunderstandings and antisocial behavior that would further deplete social communities (Kraut
et al., 1998; Poole & DeSanctis 1990; McLaughlin et al. 1995). However, as new media have
become more common and integrated within society, cyber interaction is understood as a
practice to maintain work and social connections in daily life (Wellman & Haythornthwaite
2002). It is no longer considered an isolated experience but rather reflects the global,
self-directed, interactive, and user-constructed context of western society (O’Keefe & Zehnder,
2004).
The changing nature of the internet represents a significant paradigm shift within
technology. Web 2.0, a concept coined in 2005, defines the current internet as a dynamic,
user-driven, and participatory event (Vie, 2007). This differs from the original static nature of the
internet that was more based on available collections of information (Vie, 2007). Web 2.0
denotes the availability of co-production, which has become an important component of media,
advertising, and internet within society (Foot et al., 2006). The previous concerns spouted about
the dangers of technology, computers, and the internet has been refuted. However, the advent of
technology continues to shape the personal experience and relational context of society.
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The integration of print, sound, and visual effects makes the internet a unique form of
communication (La Ferle et al., 2000). The internet has been transformed from a primarily
entertainment and information seeking function to a tool for interpersonal communication
(Valkenburg & Peter, 2007). One popular digital technology utilized is Social Networking Sites
(SNS) which uses “social software to enable people to connect or collaborate to form online
communities by being able to accept or reject people into their network and communicate within
them online” (Goodstein, 2007, p. 186). While it is agreed that adolescents are heavy consumers
of multimedia, particularly SNS, this influence can be observed across a range of generations
(Bradley, 2005; Bremer, 2005; Borzekowski, 2006; Goodstein, 2007; Gross, 2004; La Ferle et
al., 2000; Lenhart, Madden, & Hitlin, 2005; Livingstone, 2006; Valkenburg & Peter, 2007). A
research study conducted in 2008, found that 75% of online adults between the ages of 18-24
have a social network profile, 57 % of 25-34 year olds have a social network profile, 30 % of
35-44 year olds have one, and 19% of 45-54 year olds have a profile (Lenhart, 2009). Across
generations, the internet and Social Networking Sites are having an impact. SNS are utilized
within a variety of social arenas connecting work and home, without geographic or generational
barriers (Haythornthwaite, 2005; Haythornthwaite & Kazmer, 2002).
Members of SNS are able to integrate email, instant messaging, photo sharing, and social
networks within a single site. The combination of services, media influence, and communication
tools makes Social Networking Sites an encompassing socializing agent, integrating previously
divergent resources. Social Networking Sites as defined by boyd are “web-based services that (a)
allow individuals to construct a public or semi-public profile within a bounded system, (b)
articulate a list of other users with whom they share a connection, and (c) view and traverse their
list of connections and those made by others within the system” (2008, p. 211). Using this
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definition, the first Social Network Site, SixDegrees.com, launched in 1997. SixDegrees.com
allowed users to create profiles and list “friends.” Beginning in 1998, the site allowed users to
examine the “friends” lists of individuals within their network, thereby increasing number of
contacts through “friends of friends.” A number of SNS such as MySpace, Friendster, Facebook,
Bebo, MSN Spaces, Yahoo 360 and Tagged.com operate under similar principles. However,
structural variations around access and privacy differentiate the individual sites.
The many SNS operate on similar principles creating a profile for members with
capabilities of making “friends” with other members. The aim of SNS is the establishment and
maintenance of a network of friends (Valkenburg, Peter, & Schouten, 2005). In addition to the
online web of friendships, SNS allow for member personalization through profile information
and customizations as well as capabilities to chat with friends, journal, post pictures or videos,
join special interest groups, network based on school, geography, or place of employment,
update personal status, and comment on friends’ profiles. Members receive feedback on their
profile, photos, and self-descriptions via comments which are publically available to all members
of the site, friends of friends, or friends depending on security settings (boyd & Ellison, 2007;
Valkenburg, Peter, & Schouten, 2006; Zwyica & Danowski, 2008).
SNS differ from early online discussion forums as they are primarily organized around
individuals and not topics or interests (Wellman, Carrington, & Hall, 1988; Wellman, 2001).
This means that SNS sites are egocentric. The individual member is at the center of the
community, creating connections with other individuals, which represents a more accurate
reflection of offline social structures (Wellman et al., 1988). Typically, the networks are
composed of individuals who know each other offline and are simply establishing the bond
online (boyd, 2008). As social networks are made visible, connections between individuals that
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would not otherwise be made are created. However, this is often not the goal and these
connections are frequently between individuals who share some offline connection
(Haythornthwaite, 2005). Often, the relationships developed online through SNS benefit off-line
interactions and relationships, creating a mutually beneficial interaction (Elder-Jubelin, 2009).
Facebook. Unlike previous SNS, Facebook was initially designed to support distinct
college networks. Created in early 2004, Facebook was designed as an alternative to a college
directory at Harvard University (boyd & Ellison, 2007). It quickly expanded to include other
college networks and by 2005, Facebook was available for all academic institutions. In 2006,
Facebook was expanded for all individuals above the age of thirteen (boyd & Ellison, 2007).
Currently, Facebook is available worldwide. While, younger generations are the largest
consumers, Facebook has the widespread popularity and acceptance by various generations. A
recent survey found that 73% of adult SNS users have a Facebook account (Lenhart, 2009).
Although specific numbers of members are difficult to confirm, Facebook states that there are
more than 400 million active users, more than 55% of users log in on a given day, and the
average user spends more than 55 minutes per day on Facebook (Facebook Statistics, March 9,
2010). The massive growth and utilization of Facebook, over a relatively short period of time,
demonstrates the active use within western society.
The rapid rise of Facebook suggests that it is a valuable tool for individuals. It is likely
that Facebook appeals to a central desire for connection within a rapidly fragmented life,
allowing members to feel supported and accepted within a time limited, easily accessible and
available format. A primary reason identified for using Facebook is the combination of other
technologies into a single platform (Carter, 2009). This means that Facebook allows members to
engage in a number of activities simultaneously, reducing the number of platforms utilized.
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Research indicates that Facebook is used for social connection, entertainment, event planning
and information gathering (Bainbridge, 2005; Raacke & Bonds-Raacke, 2008; Ridings & Gefen,
2004). Further, a study conducted by Ellison, Steinfield, and Lampe (2007) at a major university,
noted that SNS "play an important role in the process by which students form and maintain
social capital" (p. 41). Students are able to establish an online presence, which directly affects
social status offline. Facebook has myriad uses and informs offline social relationships as evident
by early research.
One aspect of Facebook is the creation, participation, and maintenance of groups. Groups
range in topics and can be created by one or more individuals. Other SNS members are able to
join the group in an act of solidarity, establishing the connection with the topic or interest. Group
membership can be open to all members of the SNS or closed, depending on security settings.
The group creator or administrator is then allowed to confirm or reject membership. Membership
within a group is typically displayed within personal profiles, allowing networked individuals to
join groups of interest. Members of the group are able to upload photos, post comments on the
group wall or discussion boards, and connect with individuals over a shared topic (Carter, 2009).
Groups can serve a multitude of purposes, functioning as a gathering site for individuals with
similar interests or as a marketing strategy. Media corporations often create a group to advertise
movies, video games, music, or new products, etc. While groups run the spectrum from interests
to advertising, it serves as an online site to mark commonality between members.
The overwhelming popularity of Facebook and the diverse range of users, clearly
establishes Facebook as the primary SNS in use at this time. Current statistics suggest that
Facebook is representative of the internet using population in terms of race, geographic location,
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gender, and age (Lenhart, 2009, October). Due to the prominence of Facebook, it was selected as
the focus of this project, presenting the most appropriate context for examination.
Social networking site memorials. As Facebook has become a common site for
connecting with friends and reaching out to others for a sense of support and connection, it is
understandable that it has also become a site to express grief and bereavement. The practice of
developing a Memorial Group for friends and family members who have passed away has gained
popularity recently. The creation of Facebook Memorial Groups can have many purposes
including providing a common space to share information, connect with other individuals who
are grieving, and maintain connections with the deceased (Roberts, 2004a). While Memorial
Groups differ depending on the creator’s intention, most Memorial Groups involve a
combination of information about the deceased including pictures, prayers, and comments by
members. The groups can be open to the general Facebook public or closed to members of the
group depending on preference settings. Additionally, members can be active participants within
the group or simply establish their connection to the deceased through membership. Memorial
Groups appear to allow multiple users to share feelings and experiences, expressing grief in ways
that may not be possible in face to face interaction (Roberts, 2004a). Writing to the deceased and
seeing that others experience the same emotions can be beneficial within the grieving process
(DeGoot, 2009).
The creation and membership of a SNS Memorial Group represents a new mourning
ritual within the bereavement process. Socially prescribed rituals or grief scripts are “dynamic
and adapted according to changes in the social environment” (Howarth, 2007, p. 25). As society
incorporates new media as a component of social relationships, the advent of online grieving
becomes more relevant. SNS Memorial Groups become another act that brings wholeness and
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meaning following a death. The creation, maintenance, and participation within SNS Memorial
Groups conform to Kollar’s (1989) four elements necessary for a post death ritual. Accessing the
Memorial Group represents a special place that demarcates the event as separate from the
ordinary. Posting comments, sharing pictures, receiving support from others, etc. can be
considered the core symbolic act. The time spent processing the group fulfills the third element
and finally, leaving the site represents a return to normalcy. The access of SNS Memorial Groups
clearly fulfills the elements purposed by Kollar (1989). Joining obituaries, funerals, site of death
memorials, monuments, visiting cemeteries or location of remains, or informal family rituals, the
memorial website provides another outlet to express grief (Zulli, 1998).
The SNS Memorial Groups allow grieving individuals to support each other (Tyma,
2008). Members who may not normally initiate contact with others are encouraged to do so
through the insulated environment of the SNS Memorial Groups (Ellison et al., 2007).The online
context allows for more privacy, permitting the member to express feelings that are
uncomfortable to share within a physically public setting. Not only can members of the SNS
Memorial Group support each other, support from an individuals’ larger network is possible. As
membership within groups is accessible by all “friends,” this may increase the level of support
and connection within virtual networks as well as daily life, akin to wearing mourning colors
following a loss. Turkle (1995), among others, identifies the benefits of utilizing online
interaction as a system of support particularly through difficult experiences. The SNS Memorial
Group provides a context to receive support and feel included as suggested by active SNS
Memorial Group participants within a safe and incubated environment (DeGroot, 2009).
The use of SNS Memorial Groups is highly similar to the utilization of online grief
practices, allowing individuals an opportunity to express grief within a free and easily accessible
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location. However, SNS Memorial Groups are also tied to previous interactions with the
deceased. Individuals are able to continue to interact, albeit lopsidedly, with the individual in a
familiar format. The practice of directing messages to the deceased online has been observed
within a number of contexts (DeGroot, 2009; Graves, 2009; Roberts, 2004a; Roberts, 2006;
Williams & Merten, 2009). It seems that the mourning individual continues to share life events
in line with habits established before the loss. The practice of continuing to speak with the
deceased through the SNS medium appears to be an attempt to maintain relational continuity.
Academic research has begun to explore the utility of SNS as well as the application as a
mourning ritual. The practice has been well documented by journalists, establishing the practice
as a growing trend with clinical applications (Clough, 2006; Cox, 2007; Kolowich, 2006;
McKanna & Poe, 2006; Mendoza, 2007; St. John, 2006; Walker, 2006). One recent study
conducted by Tyma in 2008 analyzed groups established following the shooting at Virginia
Tech. Tyma evaluated forty groups with 30,000 members for general themes and practices.
While large numbers of members were present, a significantly low rate of participation was
recorded as only 3% posted comments. This suggests that membership and not participation was
a key factor within the groups. Tyma theorizes that the joining of the group allowed individuals
to participate as well as display good intentions to the larger community. Tyma found two
prevalent themes within the groups analyzed, religious themes and existential questions.
Significant religious ideology was present within a number of the groups surveyed, particularly
Judeo-Christian beliefs. It seems that members of the groups turned to religious beliefs to create
meaning and lend support to fellow members. While this likely supports a number of members,
Tyma questioned the possible further marginalization of non Judeo-Christian beliefs within both
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SNS as well as real life. Across the evaluated groups, little diversity was represented, presenting
a more homogenous picture than expected.
The existential dilemma of why the event occurred was the second primary theme
identified by Tyma (2008). The search for meaning within the event as well as the speculation
within groups as to why it occurred was present. Additional observations include the fact that
individuals rarely counter posted comments, which suggests the potential for influence by the
group over the individual user (Tyma, 2008). This study suggested that SNS Memorial Groups
do not represent the potential for divergent view but rather support a more homogenous
population. Memorial Groups constructed in response to a tragic event differ from personal
memorial pages in the direction and intended audience. However, similar components and
themes appear relevant, lending support to the notion that SNS memorials can serve a role in
processing grief.
Williams and Merten (2009) examined twenty profiles that were authored by adolescents.
Through the posthumous examination of the profile following the individuals’ death, Williams
and Merten were able to analyze the responses of the deceased’s friends, specifically looking at
comments posted on the profile. Observed themes included comments directed to the deceased,
memorial sentiments, indicators of coping strategies, current events and memories, comments
about the act of commenting, cause of death, comments from distal or unknown peers, religious
beliefs, and attending the funeral (2009). William and Merten posit that the use of SNS prolongs
an attachment with the deceased. Further, SNS also facilitate coping, providing unlimited
freedom and opportunity to reflect back over the relationship (Williams & Merten, 2009). While
it appears that similar themes are present within the deceased individual’s profile following the
death, this practice differs from the creation of a SNS Memorial Group because it simply
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reiterates the prior network and interaction. It is not separated as a distinct entity, which may
impact the benefit and meaning associated with membership of a SNS Memorial Group. SNS
Memorial Groups that are specific to grief demonstrate more active participation as well as the
creation of a cohesive group.
Another study by Graves (2009), examined the effectiveness of SNS Memorial Group.
Participants completed a measure of bereavement adjustment as well as a series of questions
regarding death rituals in which they had participated, including both online and offline
activities. She found that although individuals believed the activities were beneficial, no
correlation between adjustment and use of the site SNS existed (2009). Graves noted that
participants mostly engaged in reading comments and looking at pictures. Specific statements
rated as most helpful include “knowing that I have the option to visit the page whenever I want,”
“viewing photos of the deceased” and “being able to remain anonymous if I choose to do so”
(Graves, 2009, p. 33). The least helpful aspects identified by participants regarding online
activities were “religious/spiritual practice as part of your visit to the MySpace page of the
person who died” and “leaving pictures/graphic comments on the person’s page that have special
meaning” (Graves, 2009, p. 33). Further, participants’ ratings of the helpfulness of their online
activities were highly similar to ratings of traditional rituals. Results indicated that while use of
SNS Memorial Groups was deemed helpful by participants, it did not differ significantly from
traditional rituals and was not statistically significant in relation to level of adjustment.
DeGroot (2009) researched comments posted on SNS Memorial Groups to examine
grief-related communication. Through the use of grounded theory, three types of communicative
functions were identified as evident within the postings, sense-making, maintaining bonds, and
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emotional rubbernecking. The functions were further divided into twelve general themes present
within the comments. Themes within the function of sense-making include shock,
technology-related references (i.e., referring to the individual checking Facebook in heaven),
original and non-original prose, spiritual/afterlife references, and lamentations and questions
(DeGroot, 2009). Maintaining Bonds themes include phatic communication (such as I miss you,
I love you), memories, continued presence and reminders of past presence, updates, appreciation,
promises and requests, and eventual reunion (DeGroot, 2009). The third communication
function, emotional rubbernecking, is used to identify individuals not connected to the deceased
individual, sharing support or membership despite the absence of contact with the deceased
(DeGroot, 2009). Typically, these comments attempted to establish a connection through similar
experiences and share condolences. The wide range of topics and themes present within the
comments seem to suggest that different members may be using the site in a personal manner.
DeGroot indicated that the SNS Memorial Groups are created for multiple audiences, including
the deceased, other group members, and the self as sharing comments can be beneficial for the
writer. The posting of comments can serve a function for all three audiences simultaneously.
Finally, the overarching functions or objectives for writing on the Memorial Group walls as
identified by DeGroot included grieving, maintaining relational continuity, giving or receiving
social support, and rubbernecking. DeGroot established preliminary support for the utilization of
Memorial Groups, clearly identifying a number of positive attributes and uses for the technology.
Current Project
This project aimed to further establish the clinical utility of SNS Memorial Groups as a
ritual of mourning. While early research suggests that the practice has gained popularity,
understanding the specific nature, benefit, and meaning surrounding the phenomenon remains
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limited. Through a qualitative survey of individuals who created a SNS Memorial Group for a
lost attachment figure, the intention and applicability of the memorial was examined. As the
creator/ administrator of a Memorial Group, it was assumed that the individual was currently or
had in the past been an active participant within the modern death ritual. As an active participant,
it was argued that the individual was more involved with the ritual and was better able to discuss
the meaning created by the SNS Memorial Group. By targeting the experience of the creator,
more information regarding the intended meaning and general purpose of the group was
collected.
The questionnaire was divided into six categories including (a) basic characteristics of
the group, (b) rate and frequency of participation, (c) intended purpose, (d) usage of the
Memorial Group, and (e) participation in other death rituals as well as (f) the space for a personal
narrative. The first category aimed to gather basic information regarding the group such as the
creator’s relationship with the deceased and the number of members within the group. These
questions sought to establish defining characteristics that impacted the use and importance of the
group. For example, the relationship with the deceased may influence the target audience and the
perceived importance of the support. Through the collection of demographic information (age,
gender, and race/ethnicity) regarding the creator and general characteristics of the group, types of
Memorial Groups were recorded and compared more readily.
The second category involved the rate, frequency, and fluency of the creator’s
participation with the Memorial Group. These questions gathered information regarding the level
of active membership within the group. Questions included average visitation of the Memorial
Group both currently and upon first creation as well as the length of time spent on the Memorial
Group. Previous research has noted that members often are passive participants within online
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groups, simply establishing connection through membership without active participation (Tyma,
2008). Through the collection of usage statistics, differences in stated importance and benefit
was compared to time spent within the Memorial Group, as differences in usage may directly
impact the creator’s experience of the Memorial Group.
Intended purpose is the third category of questions, which specifically addressed the
creator’s goal in the creation of the Memorial Group. These questions captured the guiding
principle and importance of the Memorial Group. Additionally, the perceived benefits and
concerns were addressed as identified by the creator. The questions served to elucidate the
creator’s experience of the modern death ritual, providing a personal narrative regarding the
phenomenon. Specifically, questions targeted the expectations of the Memorial Group, benefits
and concerns, personal meaning, and the impetus to log onto the Memorial Group. Questions
remained open-ended, allowing for maximum input from the creator regarding the meaning of
the ritual.
The fourth category sought to obtain additional information regarding the typical usage of
the site, specifically in terms of how the creator uses the site. Research has indicated a range of
behaviors associated with online Memorial Groups including expression of shock, inclusion of
original or non-original prose, discussion of spirituality, lamentations of the loss, phatic
communication, memory sharing, life updates of the members, posting pictures, commenting on
other members (DeGroot, 2009). By collecting information regarding the types of activities most
commonly utilized, the nature of the Memorial Group can be better understood within the
grieving process. This information provided insight regarding the nature of the death ritual and
the type of services required. Additionally, the information was used to further support or refute
previous research regarding the use of SNS Memorial Groups.
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The fifth category targeted the creators’ participation in more traditional death rituals.
These questions were built on research conducted by Graves (2009) which established SNS
Memorial Groups within the realm of more traditional death rituals. The questionnaire collected
information regarding participation in other mourning related activities in order to understand the
need for new and innovative rituals of mourning. For example, if geographic location, cost, or
lack of support prevented the participation within more traditional rituals, the SNS Memorial
Group may offer similar services in a more accessible format. This category of questions sought
to understand the phenomenon within the context of more traditional rituals comparing and
contrasting attributes. Further, the questionnaire provided an opportunity for the creator to reflect
on the nature of the SNS Memorial Group as a modern death ritual.
The final category allowed for additional input from the SNS Memorial Group creator
without specific intent or prompting. The goal was to allow for the collection of additional
information not conceived by the research design, which is specific to the needs of the surveyed
population. Qualitative research recognizes the expression of personal experiences to best
understand a phenomenon, making the inclusion of open-ended questions optimal. It was the
intention of the final question to capture the SNS Memorial Group creator’s experience of the
Memorial Group and subsequent use of the modern death ritual. Through the survey of creators
of SNS Memorial Groups, the phenomenon of online grief was better understood. As technology
continues to shape social contexts, the implications regarding loss and grief and the development
of contemporary death rituals was examined.
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Chapter 3: Method
Through a qualitative survey design, descriptive information regarding the impetus to
create the group as well as the desired utility was examined. Due to the relatively limited
research on SNS and grief, the qualitative design was selected to provide a framework for further
inquiry. This chapter includes information regarding the sample, measures utilized, and the
validity of the design.
This project utilized a constructivist paradigm which asserts that knowledge is socially
constructed (Mertens, 2005). Therefore, the lived experience of the participants is essential in the
understanding of the phenomenon. The research design allowed participants to express personal
experiences in their own words through the use of primarily open-ended questions. The
constructivist paradigm best suits the project as the experience of the individual and the meaning
regarding the phenomenon can be examined (Mertens, 2005). Further, the constructivist
paradigm recognizes that research cannot be equivocally separated from the values of the
researcher. As such, the researcher acknowledges the inherent bias created as a personal
consumer of Social Networking Sites. However, the researcher is not and has never been a
participant within a SNS Memorial Group and does not have personal connections with research
participants.
Sample
Criterion sampling was utilized within this project, as participants had to meet specific
criteria to be included (Mertens, 2005). Individuals had to be eighteen years of age and be a
member of Facebook. Further, they had to have created a primarily English language Memorial
Group dedicated to a deceased attachment figure. Invitations to participate within the study were
sent to eligible group creators identified by a general search of Facebook. The Facebook groups
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were first identified through a Facebook search using “in memory of” as the search terms.
Groups were excluded that did not meet specified criteria. The groups selected needed to identify
a single individual as the intended memorial. Additionally, the group was excluded if created for
a celebrity or historical figure as the lack of personal attachment may change the nature of the
group. Finally, the Memorial Group had to be “open,” allowing all Facebook users to view the
group and user comments. The creators or administrators of Memorial Groups that met the
provided criteria were sent an electronic message through Facebook inviting them to participate
in the study (see Appendix A).
The electronic message was sent to potential participants asking for their voluntary
assistance in gathering data on the creation of SNS Memorial Groups and the utility as a modern
death ritual. The electronic message included a link to a survey site, SurveyMonkey.com, where
the questionnaire was posted (see Appendix B). SurveyMonkey.com allows responses to be
collected electronically and maintains anonymity. All questionnaires remained anonymous and
the confidentiality of subjects was upheld. Volunteers were informed of their right to discontinue
the questionnaire at any time and were made aware of their right to access research findings upon
the study's completion. Invitations were sent to 250 individuals who met the specified criteria
established. Seventy-six individuals began the questionnaire. Eight questionnaires were removed
from the sample as less than five questions were completed, leaving 68 completed surveys. This
resulted in a response ratio of 27 %.
One benefit of the research design is that individuals are able to consider questions while
in a familiar environment. The increased anonymity may have allowed participants to provide
more genuine information than would be obtained from an interview as research has indicated
that individuals disclose more information online (Herring, 1996; Ho & McLeod, 2008; Tidwell
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& Walther, 2002). The study was passed by the Antioch University New England Human Rights
Committee (HRC) and was determined acceptable as a result of the level of anonymity present
and manner of distribution.
Research Questions
The proposed research questions targeted the experience of the SNS Memorial Group
through the perspective of the creator, specifically addressing the meaning, purpose and use of
the site. Additionally, the nature of the SNS Memorial Groups as a modern death ritual was
discussed.
Research Question One: What are the intended purposes, utilization, and benefits of
Social Networking Site Memorial Groups as experienced by the creator?
Research Question Two: As a modern death ritual, what does the creation of Social
Networking Site Memorial Groups contribute to the process of grief?
Procedures
As the area of study remains a fairly new phenomenon and academic research has only
begun to document the technological advance, valid psychometric measures are not yet available.
A questionnaire was created including a combination of twenty-five open and closed ended
questions. A simple descriptive approach was selected in order to gather foundational
information regarding SNS Memorial Groups as a death ritual (Mertens, 2005). It is the intention
that from this foundational research, more explicit information can be collected in the future.
The questionnaire consisted of minimal demographic information including age, gender,
and race/ethnicity to provide background information of the creator. Specific questions were
divided into six categories including (a) basic characteristics of the group, (b) rate and fluency of
participation, (c) intended purpose, (d) usage of the Memorial Group, and (e) participation in
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other death rituals. An opportunity for a personal narrative was also included as a final category.
In terms of basic characteristics of the group, several discriminating details were requested
including when the site was created, the creator’s relationship with the deceased, and the number
of members. Next, closed format questions using a Likert-type scale were used to establish the
rate and frequency of the usage, including time spent on the SNS Memorial Group and visitation
frequency.
The creators’ intended purpose was targeted through a series of open-ended questions,
which allowed the participant to discuss the personal meaning of the site as well as the impetus
for creation. This category of questions was intended to provide the creator with the opportunity
to discuss the personal importance of the site and the guiding philosophy regarding the Memorial
Group. Specifically, questions targeted the expectations of the Memorial Group, benefits and
concerns, personal meaning, and the impetus to log onto the Memorial Group. Several questions
discussed the usage of the site including typical elements of Memorial Groups to further
establish the common practices of the Memorial Group. Participants were asked to rate a list of
elements in which they participated within the Memorial Group. The list was constructed from
previous research conducted by DeGroot (2009) which identified a number of themes present
within SNS Memorial Groups.
Finally, several questions addressed more traditional death rituals and the utility of the
modern ritual. A list of traditional death rituals was established in line with research conducted
by Graves (2009). The questionnaire concluded with an opportunity for participants to provide a
personal narrative in terms of additional experiences or thoughts regarding SNS Memorial
Groups. The questionnaire sought to create a comprehensive initial look at SNS Memorial
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Groups through a combination of open and closed questions, establishing foundational
information regarding the practice.
Analyses
The completed questionnaires were collected and accessed through the online survey site.
Frequencies were calculated for categorical data and closed ended questions. Open-ended
responses were then analyzed through interpretative phenomenological analysis techniques.
Interpretative phenomenological analysis (IPA) seeks to examine the personal and social world
in detail, specifically targeting the meaning of a phenomenon (Smith & Osborn, 2003). This
project attempted to understand the experience of creating a SNS Memorial Group and the
advent of a modern death ritual. IPA uses an interactive nature of research, recognizing that the
researcher must make sense of the participant as the participant makes sense of the phenomenon
(Smith & Osborn, 2003).
IPA recognizes the use of structured interviews as a valid data collection method. This
project used the questionnaire as a form of structured interview, conforming to the aims
identified within IPA. The questionnaire was composed of short and specific questions. It
remained consistent and stable across participants (Smith & Osborn, 2003). Several limitations
within the structured interview format exist. The material covered is narrowed by the investigator
and vital aspects of the phenomenon may be missed. However, the structured interview allows
more data to be collected, increasing the generalizability of the findings and ultimately providing
results that are more comprehensive.
Completed questionnaires were examined for content and complexity of meaning present
within the responses. IPA requires a sustained engagement with the data, focusing on the
provided text. Each questionnaire was examined individually through a three-step process. First,
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similarities, difference, amplifications, contradictions, and associations were identified
throughout the questionnaire. Next, the transcript was re-read for emerging themes within the
responses (Smith & Osborn, 2003). Themes are meant to “capture the essential quality of what
was found in the text” (Smith & Osborn, 2003, p. 68). These emergent themes were listed
chronologically to establish a connection with original material. Themes were then clustered to
identify more theoretical ordering within a table. The final step within the three-step process
included the naming of the identified clusters, which represent superordinate themes. The
clustered themes were entered into a table based on the frequency within each questionnaire.
After the three-stage process was completed for each questionnaire, similarities and differences
across data were compiled. As the themes were compiled, they were prioritized and reduced as
necessary, resulting in a list of superordinate themes of all responses. The authenticity with the
original data was maintained through careful consideration and frequent checks with the original
data, citing specific examples throughout the process.
Within qualitative research, transferability, dependability, and conformability are
important factors to consider, ensuring quality research (Mertens, 2005). Transferability is the
qualitative parallel to validity and identifies the degree to which results can be generalized
(Mertens, 2005). Within qualitative research, it is the researchers’ responsibility to provide thick
description including time, place, context, and culture (Mertens, 2005). Further, the relationship
between the current project and previous theories can provide additional information regarding
transferability (Mertens, 2005). This project utilized thick descriptions to clearly establish the
phenomenon discussed as well as the context in which it is understood. By grounding all themes
within the specific statements of participants, information remains detailed and specific to the
individual, aiding the transferability of the project (see Appendices C, D, E, F, G, & H). The
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study utilized previous research to establish content and direct questions, firmly rooting the study
within academic knowledge.
Dependability relates to reliability. While change is expected within a qualitative design,
it should be documented, providing evidence of the process (Mertens, 2005). Through the
documentation of changes, each step of the process can be identified and defended. This project
maintained dependability through careful documentation of the data collection and analysis
process. No changes to the research design occurred over the course of the project and data
collection methodologies were adhered to strictly. This study has shown dependability by the
method design and close observance to a systematic process, mainly IPA.
Confirmability targets objectivity, ensuring that the influence of the researchers’ beliefs
and values are minimized. This means that the logic utilized must be explicit and can be
connected to an original source. Within the current research, themes and subthemes are clearly
identified with associated statements provided to establish confirmability. It is possible to trace
participants’ specific statements to the suggested themes and sub-themes, allowing the
appropriateness of fit to be considered and confirmed by others. Through the concepts of
transferability, dependability, and confirmability, the quality of this project was supported.
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Chapter 4: Results
This study aimed to qualitatively examine the use and utility of Memorial Groups by the
creators. The results of sixty-eight participants’ narratives, collected through an online
questionnaire, identified six themes: (a) in memoriam, (b) connection with others, (c) connection
with deceased, (d) personal mourning, (e) culture of technology, and (f) concerns. The following
chapter will first outline demographic data and basic characteristics of the groups as identified by
the creators. Next, frequencies will be documented, including usage statistics, activities engaged
in, and comparison to traditional death rituals. Finally, an explanation of the emerging themes
will be provided, including specific examples of responses.
Demographics
Demographic data was collected to illuminate potential differences within responses. In
terms of age ranges represented within the completed questionnaires, 54 % were 18-24 year olds
(37 people), 16 % were 25-34 year olds (11 people), 6 % were 35-44 year olds (4 people), 6%
were 45-54 year olds (4 people), and 1 % were 55-64 year olds (1 person). Eleven individuals or
16 % of participants did not answer the question. More females than males completed the
questionnaire, as 65 % of responders were female (44 people) and 23% (23) were male. This
finding is supported by previous research that noted that more women create Memorial Groups
than men (Roberts, 1999; Roberts, 2004a).
In terms of race/ethnicity, 97.1 % of participants identified themselves as White/
Caucasian (66 people), 1.5% identified as Black/African American (1 person), 1.5% identified
as American Indian or Alaska Native (1 person), 1.5 % identified as Korean (1 person), 1.5 %
identified as Other Asian (1 person), 1.5 % identified as Other Pacific Islander (1 person), and
1.5 % identified as Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish Origin (1 person).
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Group Characteristics
Basic characteristics of the Memorial Groups were collected to begin to identify common
elements. The most common type of relationship with the deceased endorsed on the
questionnaire was friendship with 52% of responders (35 people) creating the Memorial Group
for a close friend. The second most common response was family, with 24 % of individuals (16
people) creating the group for a family member such as a cousin or sibling. Other relationships
with the deceased represented in the survey include grandmother 1% (1 person), parent 10 % (7
people), student 4 % (3 people), sibling 3 % (2 people), coach 1 % (1 person),
spouse/partner/boyfriend/girlfriend 3 % (2 people), and acquaintance 1 % (1 person). The size of
the Memorial Group ranged from 350 members to 4,415 members with the majority of groups
falling in the 1000-2000 member range 79% (54 groups). Finally, the length of time the
Memorial Group has been in existence was established. Thirty-two percent of groups (22 groups)
were less than one year old, 38 % of groups were between one and two years old (26 groups), 17
% of groups were between two and three years old (12 groups), and 8 % of groups (6 groups)
were more than three years old. It appears that a range of timelines was observed by the data,
providing information about the nature of Memorial Groups over time.
Usage
Current visitation of the group was collected to compare usage change over time.
Responders’ use of the Memorial Group varies from less than once a month to more than once a
day. Out of the completed questionnaires, 7.4 % of individuals (5 people) use the site more than
once a day, 13.2 % visit once a day (9 people), 16.2 % visit less than once a day but more than
once a week (11 people), 22.1 % visit once a week (15), the majority of individuals use the site
one a month with 26.5 % (18 people), and 14.7 % visit less than once a month (10 people). This
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varies significantly from usage during the first month of creation in which 80.9 % of individuals
visited more than once a day (55 people). Additionally, 16.2% of individuals visited less than
once a day (11 people), 1.5 % visited once a week (1 person), and 1.5 % of individuals visited
less than once a month (1 person). Time spent utilizing the Memorial Group appears to vary with
8.8% of individuals spending less than five minutes on the Memorial Group (6 people), 42.6 %
spending five to ten minutes (29 people), 25% spending ten to twenty minutes (17 people),
17.6% spending twenty to thirty minutes (12 people), and 5.9% spending more than thirty
minutes (4 people).
Typical components and types of comments associated with online Memorial Groups
including expression of shock, inclusion of original or non-original prose, discussion of
spirituality, lamentations of the loss, phatic communication, memory sharing, life updates of the
members, posting pictures, commenting on other members have been previously established
(DeGroot, 2009). Contributions to the Memorial Groups within the sample were collected to
either support or refute previous research. Current results support all elements identified, as
responders acknowledged engaging in a variety of the proposed activities. Table 1 provides the
frequencies of each activity in which responders engaged. Individuals identified participation in
multiple activities, taking advantage of the diverse range of functions present on SNS.
Death Rituals
Participation in death rituals is an important component within the mourning process.
Responders were asked to identify rituals in which they participated to underline the utility of
SNS Memorial Groups as compared to traditional rituals. See Table 2 for a complete list of
activities in which individuals participated. It appears that responders were able to participate in
a range of activities and that the Memorial Group served as an additional outlet to express grief.
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Table 1
Summary of Activities
Activities

Response Percent

Response Count

Expression of Shock

68.3 %

43

Inclusion of Original or Non-Original Prose

42.9 %

27

Discussion of Spirituality

55.6%

35

Expressions of the Loss

84.1%

53

Phatic Comments such as (I miss you, I love you)

93.7%

59

Memory Sharing

93.7 %

59

Life Updates of the Members

46.0%

29

Posting Pictures

90.5%

57

Commenting on Other Members Statements

73.0%

46

* Responders were encouraged to check all that apply

Further, 59.0 % of individuals (36 people) identified the Memorial Group as more helpful than
other death rituals. This suggests that a majority of participants felt that the Memorial Group
provided more comfort, opportunity, or support than more traditional rituals (see Table 3).
Additionally, only one individual would not recommend the creation of a Memorial Group to
others. Thus, 98 % of participants indicated that they would recommend a Memorial Group to
others. Individuals who actively utilized the technology appear to identify significant personal
benefit at this time.
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Table 2
Participation in Rituals
Death Ritual

Response Percent

Response Count

Attended the Funeral

84.4%

54

Attended a Memorial Service (other than funeral)

75.0%

48

Attended a Grief Support Group

21.9%

14

Participated in Individual Therapy

20.3%

14

Dedicated Something in Deceased’s Memory

54.7%

35

Gave Things to Others in Deceased’s Memory

51.6%

33

Wrote a Letter or Poem to the Deceased

48.4%

31

Sang or Played Music in Honor of the Deceased

26.6%

17

Created Something in Honor of the Deceased

43.8%

28

Visited a Place that was Special to the Deceased

64.1%

41

Did Things that the Deceased Enjoyed

39.1%

25

Lit a Candle in Remembrance of the Deceased

40.6%

26

Visited the Place Where the Loved One Died

42.2 %

27

Displayed Photos of the Deceased

89.1%

57

Shared Stories about the Deceased

90.6%

58

Created an Altar in Memory of the Deceased

18.8%

12

Spoke to the Deceased

60.9%

39

Carried/Wore Something as Reminder of Deceased 60.9%

39
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Thematic Analysis
In the analysis of the 68 questionnaires, six themes were identified within the narratives
provided. Themes include in memoriam, connection with others, connection with the deceased,
personal mourning, and culture of technology as well as a number of concerns. Five of the
themes represent typical responses as identified by Hill et al. (2005) with more than half of the
responders specifically alluding to the theme. The final group, concerns, represents a variant
response with less than half of participants noting problems with the Memorial Group. However,
it was deemed important to give voice to the nature of the concerns to better understand potential
pitfalls of the technology. Therefore, concerns, was identified as a specific theme. Within each
theme, multiple subthemes were identified to best understand the phenomenon. See Table 4 for a
complete list. The nature of the themes and subthemes are described.
In memoriam. This theme represents the desire to memorialize the individual, creating a
lasting testament to the identity and life of the deceased (see Appendix C). Within this category,
several subthemes emerged including, (a) importance of person, (b) remembrance, and (c)
commemorate life. Importance of the person refers to the impact and lasting impression of the
deceased. Through the use of the Facebook Memorial Group, the creators are able to observe the
love and support offered by other members. It is a physical demonstration that the deceased
impacted the lives of others. Further, responders noted the comfort provided from this proof.
Creators made statements such as “it helped me to see how much he really was loved by so many
people;” “it is amazing to see the number of lives, a small town boy, actually touched;” “it
makes his dad and I feel wonderful to know how he was loved and admired and to SEE the
evidence of this and be able to tap into whenever we need it;” and “it was great to see how many
people that [she] had touched during her life. It was calming to know that she had accomplished
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Table 3
Helpfulness of Memorial Group vs. Other Death Rituals
Response Percent

Response Count

Less Helpful

3.3 %

2

About the Same

37.7%

23

More Helpful

59.0 %

36

so much during her life.” As described by the examples, the creators of the Memorial
Groups are provided with evidence of the importance of the deceased, recognizing the loss
within a larger context.
The second sub-theme, remembrance, identifies the desire to “keep the memory of the
special person alive.” Individuals who participated in this study appeared to search for and
appreciate the possibility of an enduring memorial, complete with personalization and specific
details of the life. This insures that the deceased is not forgotten. Examples of statements include,
“I expected it to be used as it is being used, to store his memory;” and “its my goal to keep [her]
memory alive for many years to come.” Additionally, the importance of the loved one not being
forgotten was identified, “Most of all it lets you know that they aren’t forgotten.” The Facebook
Memorial Group allows for the remembrance of the deceased for as long as is needed by the
mourning members.
The final group within the in memoriam theme dictates the desire to create a lasting
tribute and is categorized as commemorate life. It seems that the creators intend the memorial as
a lasting testimonial to the memory of the deceased. Examples of statements include, “the site is
a small way to make a tribute to him;” and “most public way to honor her legacy.” Facebook
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Table 4
Theme and Sub-Theme Frequencies
Response Percent

Response Count

In Memoriam
Importance of Person
Remembrance
Commemorate Life

83.82 %
54.41%
51.47%
26.47%

57
37
35
18

Connection with Others
Support Others
Declaration/Notification
Similarity of Experience
Creation of Community

86.76%
63.23%
33.82%
32.35%
27.94%

59
43
23
22
19

Connection with Deceased
Speak to Deceased
Relationship with Deceased

67.64%
51.4%
30.88%

46
35
21

Personal Mourning
Share Memories/Videos/Pictures
Express Feelings and Thoughts
Self-Soothe/Coping
Shock/Suddenness of Death

95.5%
72.05%
54.41%
38.3%
17.64%

65
49
37
26
12

Culture of Technology
Organizational Platform
Continuity
Accessibility
Opportunities for Expression
Public/Private

66.17%
36.76%
25%
23.52%
22.05%
11.76%

45
25
17
16
15
8

Concerns
Spam
Insensitivity/Insincerity
Different Stages of Grief
Deactivation

45.58%
19.11%
14.70%
14.70%
5.8%

31
13
10
10
4
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Memorial Groups are an accessible and feasible avenue, allowing the creation of a place to honor
the life of the loved one. Previously, public memorials were reserved for civic figures and
national heroes. Facebook has created a site in which everyone is allowed the space to create a
tribute.
Connection to others. Connection to others represents the desire to provide and receive
support by others (see Appendix D). It signifies the importance of social support and connection
throughout the grieving process. Sub-themes identified within the theme include (a) support
others, (b) declaration/notification, (c) similarity of experience, and (d) creation of community.
The four sub-themes highlight the deep connection and support received through the Facebook
Memorial Group. The first sub-theme, support others, denotes the social aspect of the Memorial
Group. Examples include, “it’s a way for those of us who experienced this tragedy to stay
connected and to share our experiences;” and “it’s a place where we can go and openly discuss
this tragedy and help others with their grieving process.” The Memorial Group serves as an
online support group, providing an opportunity to feel connected and provide support to friends
and family of the deceased. Further, a number of participants stressed the importance of this
support. “It [the Memorial Group] has saved my life! I think it has been like my own personal
place to grieve and get the support that I REALLY needed;” and “I cannot impress upon you
enough how important this Memorial Group is to his family.” The group is a medium through
which individuals can both receive and provide support.
Declaration/notification is the second sub-theme, which emerged within the data. This
theme identifies the need to disseminate information regarding funeral arrangements, memorial
services, etc. While serving a logistical purpose, it is considered a primarily social endeavor, as
the intention is to improve attendance for scheduled services. This theme identifies the need to
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inform others about upcoming rituals, insuring attendance and participation. Statements
classified within the declaration/notification theme include, “best way to communicate with
friends and family around the world about the loss of our sister/daughter” and “originally it
served as a means of quickly disseminating the wake and funeral details.” Through the use of
Facebook, traditional death rituals are shared.
Similarity of experience refers to the sharing of the grieving process, acknowledging the
experience and reminding members they are not alone. Typical comments include “This group
cannot take away the pain but it reminds me that I’m not alone;” and “many times we can feel
we are on our own or alone and the interaction from the group can sustain and help you through
the tough times.” Through the connection with others, the Facebook Memorial Group allows
members to understand the universality of grief. This connection can provide solace, “when I felt
that I could no longer take the heartache anymore I go in on groups and remember that I am not
the only one grieving.” The Memorial Group provides evidence of the similar emotions and
experiences of the loss by other members.
The final sub-theme within the connection with others theme represents the importance of
community. Creation of a community, specifically targets the bonds that are unified through the
Memorial Group. Examples include “knowing that I could bring together so many people who
feel the same way about [him] as I do, it’s a surreal feeling;” and “it does bring together family
and friends that you otherwise may not have met or would not have been able to share your
stories with.” Facebook Memorial Groups create a gathering of individuals through the shared
experience of grief, bonding individuals together and creating a community specific to the
deceased.
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Connection with deceased. The third theme involves the continuing bond with the
deceased, as participants acknowledge the ongoing connection with the attachment figure (see
Appendix E). This theme is divided into two subthemes (a) speaking to deceased, and (b)
relationship with deceased. Speaking to the deceased highlights the tendency of members to
write directly to the deceased. Specific examples of statements include, “it is therapeutic to ‘talk’
to him & tell him what is going on in our lives & how we are feeling;” and “so when I post
something on [his] wall it makes me feel like I’m actually connecting with him even though I
know I’m not. It gives me a sort of peace of mind, and the feeling that he appreciates what I have
put up there.” Participants note that it remains helpful to express sentiments denied during life,
“to generally give people a chance to say to him what they didn’t get the chance to say while he
was alive.” It appears that members continue to write to the deceased despite the separation of
death.
The Memorial Group also creates a more abstract association with the deceased,
acknowledging the importance of the bond and the continuing connection. Examples include
“the group is a way to hold on without having to say goodbye;” “I feel more ‘in touch’ with
[him] even if that is not truly possible;” and “it makes you feel the slightest bit better because its
like somehow he’s checking Facebook in heaven.” The Memorial Group serves as a tool to learn
new things about the individual and to retain the importance of the relationship. It serves as a
tangible example of the lasting bonds with the deceased.
Personal mourning. Facebook Memorial Groups are utilized as a means of personal
grief, providing individuals with the opportunity to mourn the loss (see Appendix F). Personal
mourning refers to the utilization of the Memorial Group as a forum to facilitate the grieving
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process. The theme is further divided into sub-themes including (a) share stories/videos/pictures,
(b) express feelings and thoughts, (c) self-soothe/coping, and (d) shock/suddenness of death.
A common remark by participants involves the opportunity to share stories with others. It
appears that the Facebook Memorial Group allows members the space to discuss memories, post
pictures, and share videos. While a social aspect is understood, the primary purpose appears to be
more personal. The grieving individual needs the opportunity to talk about the deceased, sharing
cherished memories and remembering happier times. Through the Memorial Group, this need
can be fulfilled. Specific examples include “All the friends and family left behind needed
somewhere to reminisce, share pictures, share emotions, and share memories;” and “it gives
anyone the ability to share their thoughts, pictures, movies, poems, or whatever else they would
like to include in this group.” The Memorial Group is able to house all the memories, allowing
members to both share personal memories as well as remember the individual through the eyes
of others.
The second sub-theme, express feelings and thoughts, characterizes the tendency to use
the Memorial Group as a cathartic outlet. Examples of statements include, “instead of visiting the
grave (or the like) people including myself, visit Facebook to express their feelings” “ I think this
was extremely beneficial because I believe talking about your emotions is possibly the best way
you can work through them” and “I think that the group is just a place to release those feelings.”
The Memorial Group satisfies a basic desire to express emotions, providing an accessible
location to vent the overwhelming feelings associated with grief.
Self-soothe/coping refers to the tendency to utilize the Memorial Group as an agent of
self-regulation. A number of responders noted that the group provides comfort and solace. When
unable to tolerate the level of distress present, members turn to the Memorial Group. Examples
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of statements include, “I go to the group crying for people I know and for people I don’t know
and it releases the hurt in my chest and throat for another day;” “it means closure/comfort;” “it
has meant the world to me his mom, and I know that my mother (his grandmother) and his aunt
go on the site constantly for comfort.” It appears that the Memorial Group is used to calm
overwhelming feelings of loss and sadness. Through the reading of comments and posting
comments, members identify a sense of healing and comfort.
The final category within the personal mourning theme, shock/suddenness of death,
refers to the tendency of participants to identify the death as sudden. It appears that the shock of
the death is one reason for the creation of the Memorial Group. Examples of statements include,
“his death was so sudden;” “my friend’s passing was such a surprise;” and “our whole
community was in shock and in pain from it.” This reaction indicates that members are unsure
how to respond in this situation, which might be attributed to their distress over losing a loved
one (Yates et al., 1993). The suddenness of the loss may require more opportunities to process.
Culture of technology. Culture of Technology refers to specific components of
Facebook and the usage of the Memorial Group that are identified as beneficial to participants
(see Appendix G). A number of characteristics appear to differentiate Facebook from traditional
death rituals, establishing the utility of the modern practice. This theme recognizes the
importance of Facebook as a modern death ritual and the fulfillment of specific needs within the
grieving process. Sub-themes include (a) organizational platform, (b) continuity, (c)
accessibility, (d) opportunities for expression, and (e) public/private.
Organizational platform identifies the structure of Facebook. The Memorial Group
affords members with an action that can be performed as well as a sense of control. Often,
grieving individuals feel the need to “do something” but remain unclear about what will be of
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assistance to others. The creation of the Memorial Group was identified as a positive action,
which the creators could personally offer as a sign of love for the individual and family.
Examples include “the group is something I had to create. I wanted to do something for [her];”
and “when I created this group I felt good about it, it was something I did personally for him
where everything else was done for everybody.” Further, the Memorial Group provides a central
location to house memories, share support, and memorialize the loved one. The combination of
services within a single site appears to be a strong benefit of Facebook Memorial Groups.
Statements that reflect this sub-theme include “It became clear to me that our peers needed a
space online where they could grieve;” and “this group provided the place.” The basic principles
of Facebook allow for the combination of social support, memory sharing, and connection,
which are identified as critical components of the Memorial Group within current results. The
opportunities present within the technology have allowed Facebook Memorial Groups to become
a modern death ritual.
The second sub-theme that emerged from the data was continuity. This refers to the
ongoing nature of the Memorial Group. Members are able to continue to utilize the Memorial
Group as long as is necessary. Examples of statements include “the Memorial Group has
continued for a long time after my son’s death (19 months);” and “I can constantly go back to
this group, whereas a service was a onetime thing and I can’t have one every time I miss him or
want to reminisce on his life.” The continuing comfort and opportunities that the Memorial
Group provides represents a positive component specific to the ritual.
Facebook Memorial Groups allow for greater accessibility as distance, time, and
feasibility become irrelevant. Examples of statements include “I can go anytime, from any access
point to the internet basically,” “it also gives other people a chance to show support without
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physically being around the person,” and “I can do this on a daily basis and there is no
preparation needed.” The availability of the Memorial Group means that members can utilize the
group when needed instead of facing the restrictions of a predetermined timeline or schedule. It
is simply dependent on the needs of the member, increasing the availability and ease of access.
The sub-theme, opportunities for expression, highlights the recent comfort level with
online expression. Individuals note the freedom experienced from typing on a computer as
opposed to more public interactions. Examples of statements include, “for me, it’s easier to write
my feelings down than to express them out to someone;” “My friends don’t talk about [her] out
loud. It’s too painful for all of us. So this group allows us to write down the things that we can’t
say to each other;” and “it’s hard when you are at a funeral or a memorial service to truly say
everything you need to say. With this Memorial Group you are able to go back to it and say
whatever you like, whenever you like.” The Memorial Group provides an additional avenue to
express feelings in a familiar format as research has identified that individuals can be more
honest when provided with the measure of anonymity allowed by the computer (Herring, 1996;
Ho & McLeod, 2008; Tidwell & Walther, 2002).
The final sub-theme within the culture of technology is public/private. This sub-theme
targets the specific intersection of both privacy and public acknowledgement afforded by
Facebook. Members are able to remain independent, without burdening others with the
sometimes consuming nature of grief. Further, they are able to receive feedback from members
who chose to participate. The Memorial Group has created an available audience. Examples of
statements include, “I know when I don’t feel like burdening anyone with my thoughts or
memories, I lay it out there for someone else to read if they choose;” and “it is a way to share
how much I am hurting without directly making someone feel uncomfortable.” Further, the
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privacy to express emotions is noted as a positive element “you can cry, scream, smile, or
sing…or whatever. It is a freedom that being in the public eye does not offer to many.” Hockey
et al. (2001) notes that western society has removed public displays of grief, forcing grief to
remain a private expression. The Memorial Group allows individuals to release emotions within
a more comfortable and supportive context while continuing to receive public support.
Concerns. While it is important to acknowledge potential pitfalls of Memorial Groups as
well as hindrances within the grieving process, less than half of responders identified specific
concerns when questioned directly. Further, only one individual would not recommend the
creation of a Memorial Group to others. It appears that the creators of Memorial Groups have
benefited from the experience with only limited concerns acknowledged. Specific concerns
identified include (a) spam, (b) insensitivity/insincerity, (c) deactivation, and (d) differing stages
of grief (see Appendix H).
The most common concern identified was the presence of spam. Advertisements and
unwanted messages are posted on the Memorial Group wall. Examples of statements include
“lately there have been advertisements that have been posted (weight loss stuff) and I delete
these. It feels very disrespectful. Like advertising at a gravesite;” and “the only concerns that I
had was that eventually consumer ads and spam started to get posted.” The presence of spam was
identified as anywhere from annoying to disrespectful. As Facebook does not currently separate
Memorial Groups from more humorous or informal groups, the potential for spam remains
possible and appears to be considered invasive by the creators.
The second most common theme noted is insensitive or insincere comments. It appears
that members remain concerned that the open nature of the group will allow for inappropriate
comments. Examples include “there were a few people that continued to post things daily on the
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memorial page and it became hurtful to the family after awhile;” and “I visit daily to make sure
nothing inappropriate or disrespectful has been posted.” Memorial Groups, which can remain
open to all Facebook members, have limited control of information posted. While messages can
be deleted, they cannot be prevented from being posted. It appears that the potential for
insensitive comments remains a concern for some Memorial Group creators.
While considered a variant response, as only four individuals acknowledged the
sub-theme, deactivation was cited as a concern. Examples of statements include “if nobody visits
the group in the future that may be upsetting but by that time I hope to be coping well anyway;”
and “it hasn’t happened yet but after some time I think the Memorial Group will become
dormant.” The loss of members and lack of use over time can be painful to individuals still
highly invested in the Memorial Group.
The final concern identified acknowledges the overwhelming nature of grief as well as
members’ different stages of grief. Examples of statements include “seeing the messages people
wrote so soon after [she] died became a bit too much. There were times I couldn’t even go into
the group because it was too much to handle;” and “many people asked me questions or told me
things that angered me or were irritating when newly grieving.” It appears that at times the
connection to the deceased and pain of grieving are too readily available as email notifications
and messages may arrive unexpectedly. In this sense, the Memorial Group is an additional
responsibility on the creator, a responsibility which can be too much while in the early stages of
grief. Further, it seems that differences between members can be upsetting. The open forum
allows for the potential of different emotions, philosophies, and expressed stages of grief to be
highlighted.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
Results from the present inquiry indicate that Facebook Memorial Groups represent a
modern death ritual that is perceived as beneficial by the creators. The participants’ narratives of
their experiences are described in themes relating to the desire to memorialize the deceased,
connection with others, connection with the deceased, attributes of personal mourning, the
culture of technology, and identified concerns. It appears that Memorial Groups satisfy a host of
needs experienced by mourning individuals and remain consistent with the phases of grief
established by Bowlby (1980). Further, as computer fluency grows, Memorial Groups serve as
an accessible and culturally relevant medium to express and cope with grief.
Memorial Group Usage
The first research question targeted the intended purpose, utilization, and benefit of
Social Networking Site Memorial Groups as experienced by the creator. Descriptive information
regarding typical usage revealed that individuals under the age of thirty are the primary creators
of Memorial Groups as 64 % of participants were between the ages of 18 and 30. This remains
consistent with previous research, which identifies younger generations as primary users of SNS
as 46% of SNS users are between the ages of 18-34 (Lenhart, 2009). While age trends remain
present, it is important to note that no differences exist between usage and perceived benefit, as
narratives appear consistent across age groups. This suggests that the benefits of SNS Memorial
Groups are not restricted to younger populations and can be relevant for all age groups.
The rapid rise of Facebook has been well documented, moving from a relatively obscure
phenomenon to a global machine. As the utilization of Facebook has increased, the use of
Facebook as a memorial tool has grown. While comprehensive statistics cannot be gleaned by
the current study, it is safe to assume that it is a booming component of Facebook culture. This
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study found that the average Memorial Group has over a thousand members, suggesting a large
group of individuals converging in regards to a specific loss. While it is likely that not all
members are active within the group, membership asserts acceptance of the medium. This
suggests that the general Facebook using population accepts the modern death ritual and has
begun to experiment with usage. Further, the number of Memorial Groups identified remains
high, as a general search of Facebook results in at least 500 groups. The number of Memorial
Groups identified is limited by Facebook, as only the first 500 matches are provided when using
a general search. This suggests that individuals have gravitated toward the medium, finding
utility and benefit from the experience. It is important to recognize the truly amazing
development of Facebook in a relatively short period of time, shaping relationships and identity
construction as well as mourning practices.
Time spent on the Memorial Groups was collected to differentiate between active and
inactive users as well as to establish norms. No significant findings regarding time spent visiting
the group were found as responders endorsed spending anywhere from less than five minutes to
more than thirty minutes with no differences in terms of themes or perceived benefits. This
suggests that time spent is not a salient characteristic in terms of benefit. However, as expected,
time spent visiting the Memorial Group changes over time. It appears that upon initial creation,
creators check the group on a regular basis, as 80.9% of responders endorsed visiting the group
more than once a day and 16.2 % endorsed visiting once a day during the first month. This
finding is characteristic of the early stages of grief as individuals attempt to intellectually
recognize the loss and achieve emotional acceptance (Corr, 1992; Kübler-Ross, 1969). Over
time, use of the Memorial Group declines as 26.5% of responders indicated visiting the group
once a month and 22.1% endorsed visiting once a week. A range of distribution was noted as
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some creators continue to visit more than once a day while others endorsed visiting less than
once a month and all ranges in between. No significant differences between lengths of time since
the death, type of relationship with the deceased or identified themes were noted at this time. It
appears that usage over time may be due to personal characteristics of the creators, depending on
the individual’s needs and personal coping style. Additionally, the group continues to be utilized
within a similar manner across time. This suggests that the Memorial Group remains relevant to
the process of grieving for a number of individuals.
This study collected information regarding the intended purpose and impetus to create the
Memorial Group. The intended purposes as identified by the creators of the Memorial Groups
include memorialization, social support, and expression of loss. The uniformity of responses
across participants, suggests that the intended purpose is achieved. In addition, it appears that the
continued use of the Memorial Group mirrors the intended purpose, providing individuals with
the opportunity to engage in mourning practices.
Typical usage of the site, specifically in terms of how the creator uses the site, was
collected to support previous research (DeGroot, 2009; Zulli, 1998). DeGroot identified nine
typical themes present within Memorial Group postings including expression of shock, inclusion
of original or non-original prose, discussion of spirituality, lamentations of the loss, phatic
communication, memory sharing, life updates of the members, posting pictures, and commenting
on other members. Current findings support the nine themes as members endorsed personal
participation in all identified behaviors. The most prominent behaviors include phatic
communication such as “I miss you” and “I love you” with 93.7% of responders endorsing the
item as well as memory sharing with 93.7% of responders endorsing the item. Findings remain in
line with the intended purpose of the Memorial Group as participants utilize the group as a
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modern death ritual. The Memorial Group is able to encompass elements present within a variety
of rituals including sharing information regarding arrangements, supporting others, expressing
loss, and remaining connected to the deceased. Part of the success of Memorial Groups appears
to be the ease in which usage of the site conforms to the desires of grieving individuals.
Significant benefits were identified in relation to the creation and usage of Memorial
Groups at this time. Out of 68 responses, only one individual would not recommend the creation
of a Memorial Group to other grieving individuals. While seven individuals did not answer the
question, the remaining 60 participants strongly recommended the practice to others. It appears
that the creators receive myriad benefits from the use of Memorial Groups such as social support,
opportunities to express feelings, memory sharing, and a continuing connection with the
deceased. While subjective in perspective, the use of the Memorial Groups is identified as
personally beneficial by creators. It seems that individuals who are active consumers of SNS
Memorial Groups perceive significant benefit from the Memorial Group.
Concerns identified by current narratives include spam, insensitivity/insincerity,
deactivation, and differing stages of grief. It is interesting to note that the majority of concerns
target unintended factors or others’ use of the site and not personal struggles. The presence of
spam, while considered a negative consequence, does not specifically address the function of the
Memorial Group. The removal of spam or advertising messages represented the primary concern
identified with 19.11% of responders citing the concern. As Facebook does not currently
separate Memorial Groups from more humorous or informal groups, the potential for spam
remains unpreventable at this time. While a valid concern that can be considered invasive by
creators, the concern does not represent a problem with the practice itself but rather, a
technological limitation.
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One concern that would directly impact the use of a Memorial Group involves the
possibility of insensitive comments. The majority of individuals who identified concerns
regarding the potential for insincere or insensitive comments noted the concern and not the
practice, suggesting it has not happened. However, one participant noted that comments had to
be removed, stating, “there were a few people that continued to post things daily on the memorial
page and it became hurtful to the family after awhile.” While a variant response, it is important
to highlight the behavior due to the potential for harm. The public and open format of Memorial
Groups allows for voices of dissention that may be hurtful to grieving members. This can be
particularly true for disenfranchised grief or unsupported grief as the creator may not receive the
support needed (Kollar, 1989). This sentiment was acknowledged by a participant, “my only
concerns are that people who may have died in a debatable way and may have had a rough past,
such as another friend of mine, should be an invitation only group and heavily monitored.” This
finding is echoed in a study conducted by Tyma (2008), which found that across evaluated
groups, little diversity was represented. A more homogenous picture was presented than
expected within SNS Memorials, particularly in terms of religious beliefs. This creates the
potential for further marginalization of non Judeo-Christian beliefs within the Memorial Group.
As is possible in all open online sites, opposing voices are provided an opportunity for
expression. The potential for hurtful comments and need for monitoring should be considered
before creation of a Memorial Group in order to limit possible harm for grieving individuals.
The final concerns identified within the questionnaire include deactivation and different
stages of grief. Both are variant responses as less than half of participants acknowledged the
concern. However, the apprehension identifies a possible area of concern within the use of
Facebook Memorial Groups. Deactivation refers to both the lack of use by other members or the
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loss of members within the group. If members deactivate on a large scale, this could be perceived
as hurtful to individuals continuing to actively use the Memorial Group. As the process of grief
is highly personalized, some discrepancy between members remains likely. In a similar vein,
creators noted some difficulty accepting comments of others. For example, one individual noted,
“some things people would say would annoy me but I became aware that their experience with
my brother was unique to them and everyone grieves differently.” Different perceptions about
the deceased as well as variations in the personal grieving of members can lead to
miscommunication. The open format and wide range of opinions cannot remain personally
relevant for all members at all times. This suggests that individuals should be aware of potential
differences and their personal response before creating a Memorial Group.
Identified Themes
The themes identified within the narratives provide evidence of the utility of the
Memorial Group, identifying primary components, perceived benefit, and further explaining the
rapid growth of the Memorial Group culture. Social support remains an essential characteristic in
coping with loss (Parkes & Weiss, 1983). Through the connection with others, individuals are
able to tolerate the distress as well as begin to make meaning of the loss. Talking about death
with others has been found to be beneficial, allowing for the development of coping skills
(Frantz, Trolley, & Farrell, 1998; Lehman et al., 1999). According to participants, connecting
with others remains a primary component within the Memorial Group as 86.76 % of individuals
acknowledged using the group for social connection. The Memorial Group remains more social
than other online grief sites such as online cemeteries as it is based on a personal network of
other grieving individuals (Roberts, 1999; Moss, 2004). Through the establishment of
membership, grieving individuals are able to support each other, share information regarding
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services, and recognize the similar experiences. Facebook Memorial Groups create a gathering of
individuals through the shared experience of grief, bonding individuals together and creating a
community specific to the deceased.
Sharing memories and posting pictures or videos was the primary activity endorsed
within the narratives as 72.05 % of participants identified the behavior. Memory sharing, while
intrinsically a social act, was identified within the theme of personal mourning as the desire to
share memories remains a personal act. The need to share is an essential urge within the grieving
process, providing an outlet to discuss the loss. Research suggests that sharing is helpful as part
of the search for meaning, allowing individuals the opportunity to make sense of the loss (Tyma,
2008). Meaning making remains a critical component of the grieving process and it appears that,
through the sharing of photos and videos, members are able to adopt a macro perspective,
beginning the process of meaning making (Castle & Phillips, 2003). The ease of sharing through
the site, as well as the opportunity of a large following, further supports the utilization of
Memorial Groups.
Research has documented the importance of expressing emotion during the grieving
process (Lattanzi & Hale, 1985; Tyma, 2008). The Memorial Group provides opportunities for
the expression of emotion as 54.41 % of participants cited sharing thoughts and feelings as a
primary use of the group. Individuals are able to express the hurt, disbelief, and sense of loss
experienced as often as necessary. Further, compared to other rituals, the Memorial Group
provides more opportunities to vent. Research has found that writing or expressing emotion is
most helpful two to six months after the death (Lattanzi & Hale, 1985). Unlike other rituals, the
Memorial Group is an ongoing ritual, allowing members to access the group as necessary.
Participants echoed this sentiment as 25 % of narratives specifically noted that the Memorial
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Group is a continuing ritual. The Memorial Group allows for free expression of thoughts and
feelings without limitations and appears to be a primary source of comfort.
The current study confirms previous research that individuals leave messages directed
toward the deceased (DeGoot, 2009; Graves, 2009; Roberts, 2004a; Roberts, 2006; Williams &
Merten, 2009). Within surveyed participants, 67.64 % of individuals noted the continued
connection with the deceased. Further, 52.4% of individuals directly speak to the deceased when
posting comments on the Memorial Group. For example, one individual noted, “it is therapeutic
to ‘talk’ to him & tell him what is going on in our lives & how we are feeling.” Individuals are
able to maintain a connection with the individual, doing so in a space in which they previously
connected. SNS depend upon delayed communication as comments are not instantly received or
responded to. The deceased is able to maintain somewhat of a presence online and the continued
conversation does not feel as divergent. Continued conversations with the deceased is not a new
phenomenon as studies have discovered that many people perceive the deceased’s
presence and consider conversations with the deceased to be significant (Klass
et al., 1996; Parkes, 1970). The opportunity to continue speaking to the
deceased remains a self-soothing activity. As one participant wrote, “even
though it seems bizarre being able to write things on here is the closest many people will ever
feel to talk to her again. Who knows? Maybe there is a Facebook in Heaven that she is reading,
and seeing everything we say.” The Memorial Group allows individuals a transitional object,
creating a place to adapt the relationship with the deceased without losing the sense of
connection (DeGroot, 2009; Willams & Merten, 2009). Through the continued presence and
ability to write to the deceased, it is felt that the relationship is able to transcend, continuing the
bond within the new context. With this understanding, the Memorial Group serves as a
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grounding force throughout the process of grief, available as needed to members and providing
the context to achieve reorganization and adopt a new worldview.
A frequent sentiment found was the desire to memorialize the deceased, insuring the
memory is not forgotten. Current results suggest that 83.82 % of individuals acknowledged this
wish within the narratives. Like physical memorials, cybermemorials serve as public spaces that
identify certain ideas and beliefs to be passed on for future generations (Herbert, 2008). The
internet has provided a context to create memorials that represent the views of a range of
individuals and can be personalized (Herbert, 2008). The Memorial Group becomes a place to
both commemorate the life and ensure remembrance. Further, the outpouring of support and love
acts as proof of the impact and importance of the deceased. Participants identified the
recognition of the impact of the deceased as helpful. As one participant reported, “I take comfort
knowing that he was loved.” The memorialization and importance of the individual create a
tangible tribute to the loved one. The Memorial Group serves to “commemorate [the deceased’s]
sprit” and “the main reason Memorial Groups are so helpful is because it makes that person’s
spirit live on.” It seems that the opportunity to memorialize a loved one is readily adopted,
allowing the grieving individual to feel as though a lasting testament to the individual will
remain.
One interesting finding of the survey involved the tendency of participants to describe the
death as sudden without prompting. It seems that, for a number of individuals, the shock of the
death was a primary emotion that leads to the creation of the Memorial Group. Research notes
that the trauma associated with unanticipated grief is often more disabling (Parkes & Weiss,
1983). It is likely that the unexpected and often accidental nature of the death requires more time
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to process. The Memorial Group becomes a site to express the shock, allowing individuals to
accept the loss, as they are able.
Theories of Grief
The pattern of usage of Memorial Groups identified within the current study can be
understood in terms of Bowlby’s stages of grief. Through the various stages of grief, different
uses and implications of the Memorial Group become more prominent. The first phase of grief,
numbness, identifies the blunting of an individual’s affect, making it difficult to interpret
environmental stimuli (Parkes, 1970). During this time, it can be difficult to reach out to others
and receive the support necessary. Memorial Groups serve to notify others of the loss and
motivate resources in a manner that remains available to the grieving individual. When unable to
speak on the phone or reach out to others, the accessibility and privacy offered by online
interaction may be the only manner of communication available. Technology can serve to
ameliorate tension and responsibility during this phase of grief.
The disequilibrium experienced during the second phase of grief also illustrates the
benefits of Memorial Groups. During this phase of grief, individuals often experience restless
energy, engaging in both physical and emotional searching. The Memorial Group can provide an
avenue for the energy, allowing individuals to check for new comments, search pictures, and
immerse themselves within memories. As the shock and numbness associated with the early
stages of grief recedes, the desire to be active grows (Bowlby, 1980). The restless energy and
motor-hyperactivity present within the yearning, searching, and anger phase of grief can be
funneled into the creation of a Memorial Group (Parkes, 1979). It is an action that can soothe the
restless energy of this phase of grief (Bowlby, 1980). Further, it is a socially appropriate arena to
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vent frustration and anger (Bowlby, 1980). During this phase of grief, the experience of anger is
common and requires opportunities to vent the emotional baggage associated with the loss.
Disorganization and despair represent the third phase of grief as delineated by Bowlby
(1980). During this time, individuals begin to accept the reality of the loss and the associated
distress. Initiating and maintaining actions, following routines, and accepting expectations can
become increasingly difficult (Bowlby, 1961). The Memorial Group can allow individuals to
reach out for the necessary support within a more private context. Further, the activity does not
require significant preparation or commitment, allowing individuals to participate as needed.
This is significantly different from more traditional rituals, which are not allowed the same
spontaneity. When distress becomes unbearable, individuals are able to connect with others as
well as connect with the deceased through the Memorial Group.
The final phase of grief identified by Bowlby identifies the reorganization of meaning
and attachment with others. Reorganization does not require the severing of bonds with the
deceased, simply changing the bond (Bowlby 1980; Klass, Silverman, & Nickman, 1996). This
study argues that the Memorial Group serves to negotiate meaning and establish a new bond with
the deceased. The remaining tie is self-affirming and comforting (Howarth, 2000; Vickio, 1999).
The majority of responders cite positive experiences associated with the Memorial Group,
clearly establishing a positive role in the connection. Through the Memorial Group, the
individual is able to retain a connection with the deceased and can begin to alter their worldview
with the support of others.
Death Rituals
The second research question targeted the Memorial Group as a modern death ritual and
the contributions to the process of grief. As the practice of Memorial Groups remains a recent
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phenomenon, this study sought to understand the trend within the context of more traditional
rituals. Mourning rituals are “dynamic and adapted according to changes in the social
environment” (Howarth, 2007, p. 25). It is important to consider the use of Facebook Memorial
Groups as compared to traditional rituals. It seems that Memorial Groups serve similar functions
as funerals, mourning the deceased, easing the grief of the living, and communicating with others
(Foot et al., 2006). However, the Memorial Group does not have the limitation of time and is
able to conform to the needs of a wider population. SNS Memorial Groups have more options in
terms of timing, location, and content (Graves, 2009). The Memorial Group can be tailored to
different needs of individuals, providing opportunities for individuals to participate in a
meaningful activity. As one participant noted, “I take it where I want to take it whereas the
memorial was not to my liking but to the liking of the family.” Personalization remains a
defining characteristic of the Memorial Group as creators can personalize their experience,
self-selecting images and practices (Foot et al., 2006; Hokey et al., 2001).
Positive benefits were associated with use of the Memorial Group as a modern death
ritual at this time as creators acknowledged assistance from the experience. This appears to
be consistent with previous results in which participants attributed similar
positive outcomes to participation in rituals (Bosley & Cook, 1993; Castle &
Phillips, 2003; Jones, 2004). Participation in rituals remains an important component within
the grieving process. Building on research conducted by Graves (2009) that established SNS
memorials within the realm of more traditional death rituals, the questionnaire collected
information regarding participation in other mourning related activities. Individuals endorsed
participation in a range of rituals both public and personal. Based on the current findings,
participants appeared highly invested in rituals. This is somewhat inconsistent with previous
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research, which has noted the decline of death rituals within western society (Bolton & Camp,
1986-1987; Haney, Leimer, & Lowery, 1997). It appears that participants needed opportunities
to express feelings and connect with others, participating in a number of activities. One
explanation of this finding suggests that individuals who tend to seek out rituals are more likely
to create a Memorial Group. Irrespective of the reason, participants acknowledged significant
participation in rituals following the death of the loved one.
Additionally, participation in a Memorial Group did not appear to be connected to the
ability to participate in traditional rituals. Out of the 68 narratives, 48 people were able to attend
the rituals they desired. This means that 70.58% were able to participate in a number of
scheduled services and activities. It appears that the Memorial Group is an additional ritual and
does not replace a previous tradition for a majority of participants. The 20.58% of participants
who were not able to participate fully in scheduled rituals reported location, cost, and timing as
preventative measures. For these individuals, the SNS Memorial Group offered similar services
within a more accessible format. No differences regarding usage or perceived benefits were
found between participants who were able to attend rituals and those who were not, as themes
remain constant for both subsets.
Facebook allows for the combination of activities; it is simultaneously a social group, a
journal, and a photo album. The technological platform and organizational characteristics
provide specific benefits for members of the Memorial Groups. Further, with the increase of
computer fluency, the use of Facebook becomes more integral within daily life (Fallows, 2004).
Facebook allows for the distribution of information in line with obituaries without the limitations
of length. It is not geographically limited like a cemetery, allowing for increased access in terms
of time as well as location. Further, the Memorial Group is a safe environment that remains
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personally meaningful (Castle & Philips, 2003). Facebook Memorial Groups are a specific place
that can be visited, allowing for an action to be fulfilled when necessary. Further, the ease of
access and continuity increase the participation, serving as a more comprehensive ritual. The
technological components of the ritual are responsible for a number of benefits that differentiate
Memorial Groups from traditional rituals.
The unique combination of the private action and the public display separates Facebook
Memorial Groups from other rituals. As one participant notes, “I can do this in the privacy of my
home. So if I want to break down and cry I can do that without a million people asking me what
is wrong.” The expression of emotion, which is sometimes inhibited in public, is possible while
in the privacy of home. Memorial Groups allow users to share feelings and experiences that may
not be possible within face-to-face interaction (Ellison et al., 2007; Roberts, 2004a). It is a
private action open for public display. While retaining the insulated environment and sense of
security, the group remains public. Other members read posts and respond, providing support
and reassurance. Individuals are able to both reach out to others as well as respect boundaries as
the Memorial Group is considered a more neutral territory. The medium allows for the benefits
of both the social support as well as the privacy needed to display emotion.
The importance of rituals and the opportunity to work through the phases of grief have
been well documented by previous research (Bowlby, 1980; Castle & Phillips, 2003; Kollar,
1989; Neimeyer, 2000). The positive impact of Memorial Groups was also confirmed as
compared to other rituals; 59.0 % of individuals rated the Memorial Group as more helpful than
other death rituals. Further, 37.7 % rated the group as about the same as other rituals in terms of
helpfulness. Current findings clearly establish Memorial Groups within the tradition of death
rituals, recognizing the benefits within the mourning process.
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Research Limitations and Future Considerations
One limitation of this project involves the limited sample in terms of both size and
demographic information. While qualitative research often utilizes a small sample size to gather
more in-depth information, it is important to recognize the limitations of the generalizability. The
small sample serves to identify descriptive information and general findings that can be
confirmed through additional research. The transferability of the findings should be examined
with caution without additional research. Future studies should include a larger sample to
confirm and establish the appropriateness of the identified themes.
Additionally, the sample is not representative of the racial/ethnic profile of the United
States as 97.1 % of responders self-identified as White/Caucasian which further limits the
generalizability of the results and presents a somewhat skewed sample. According to Lenhart
(2009), Facebook demographics remain consistent with the internet using population. This
means that the sample presented by the current study may not be representative of Facebook
Memorial Group users, skewing results toward White/Caucasian creators. While specific
racial/ethnic compositions of SNS Memorial Groups cannot be determined at this time,
additional information regarding race/ethnicity and the tendency to create memorial groups
would be valuable information. Additionally, SNS tend to be slightly skewed in terms of gender
with 54 % of women compared to 46% of men creating profiles (Lenhart, 2009). However, the
current study is significantly skewed in terms of gender, limiting the generalizability of results.
While some research has previously identified a stronger tendency for women to create
Memorial Groups, the specific composition, in terms of gender, of Facebook Memorial Groups
are not known at this time (Nager & de Vries, 2004). The demographic limitations in terms of
both gender and race/ethnicity of the sample utilized should be recognized when results are
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considered. Future research should examine the racial and gender profile of both Facebook and
Facebook Memorial Groups, establishing population norms.
Additionally, individuals who agree to complete surveys tend to represent a self-selecting
sample (Mertens, 2005). It is likely that individuals who are highly invested in the phenomenon
were more likely to complete the survey, therefore, creating a sample that establishes positive
assumptions regarding Memorial Groups. In order to fully understand the benefits of SNS
Memorial Groups, a larger sample with a higher response rate may be necessary.
Second, results are based solely on the opinions of creators of the Memorial Groups and
do not include opinions of members. This difference may change the investment of participants
within the Memorial Group. It is possible that important differences between creators and
members exist and that current findings are only applicable to creators. For example, it is
possible that benefits are only applicable to active users and the majority of members in
Memorial Groups do not participate on a regular basis (Tyma, 2008). Future research could
examine differences between creators and members as well as effects dependent on usage,
illuminating benefits for both groups.
Qualitative research aims to gather foundational information for future examination. The
current methodology allowed the collection of a wide range of information regarding the recent
phenomenon. Future research may benefit from the utilization of quantified concepts to provide
additional validity regarding identified themes, benefits, and concerns. The specific relationship
between outcome and use of the Memorial Group could be quantified.
Future research could further examine the use of Memorial Groups by the parents of the
deceased. While only eight participants out of sixty-eight identified as a parent or guardian of the
deceased, parents were uniformly the most dedicated to the use of the group. Participants who
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identified as a parent continued to use the group more often than other responders as all endorsed
visiting between more than once a day and more than once a week. As individuals continued to
visit weekly after two years, frequency of visitation did not appear connected to time since the
death. Additionally, more benefits were acknowledged as the Memorial Group was considered a
vital lifeline within a number of responses. As one individual noted, “[The fact that I] have the
support of so many has saved my life when it felt I had nothing left to live for.” Future research
could target the use of Memorial Groups by parents who have lost a child, illuminating the
benefits specific to this population.
This study focused on the qualitative experience of Memorial Group usage, depending on
the narrative of individuals. Future research should establish the connection between creation
and use of a Facebook Memorial Group and long-term effects on the grieving process.
Specifically, one area of research could target the continuing bonds with the deceased identified
by participants including both a sense of closeness as well as speaking to the deceased on the
Memorial Group. As previous research has established differences between abstract and concrete
connections with deceased attachment figures in terms of long-term effects, understanding the
nature of the continuing bonds may be an appropriate area of study (Neimeyer et al., 2006).
Clinical Implications
This study has clinical implications regarding the treatment of individuals who have
recently suffered a loss. The largely positive response by participants suggests that the creation
and ongoing utilization of Facebook Memorial Groups may serve specific needs within the
grieving process. Suggestions regarding the use of the Memorial Group may be warranted for
individuals who remain isolated from a larger grieving community due to distance or who lack
appropriate arenas to share their sense of loss. While it appears to be a highly personal endeavor,
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Memorial Groups should be presented as one of the many options for memorializing a loved one
and coping with the loss. As the Memorial Group is available at all times and could be accessed
when other coping strategies are not possible, it serves as a more available resource. Memorial
Groups can be added to the arsenal of strategies used to deal with loss and to begin the process of
meaning making.
Additionally, it is important to recognize Memorial Groups as a modern death ritual
comparable to other more traditional rituals. As the needs of society change, so do the mourning
practices. With a more global and separated community, Memorial Groups may provide comfort
that has traditionally been met by other practices. For example, as support networks become
more dispersed, the Memorial Group can create a community, bonding the group. As
professionals within the mental health field, it is important to remain aware of the changing
needs of our clients.
Concluding Remarks
The results of the study suggest significant personal benefit experienced by individuals
actively utilizing Memorial Groups. The creation of Facebook and other SNS has developed an
online site that allows for the expression of grief in line with traditional rituals. Further, the
nature of western society, mainly the limitation of public mourning, has fashioned specific
benefits of the modern outlet. Individuals are able to access the Memorial Group as needed over
an extended period, receiving support from others and expressing the sense of loss experienced
simultaneously. It is the advent of the technology, which has both created and popularized the
practice.
As technology changes, new mediums to connect with others, complete daily tasks, and
express ourselves are created. It is this intersection that simultaneously intrigues and terrifies me
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on both a personal and professional level. While technological developments can lead to positive
or negative consequences, our adoption and utilization remains relevant to psychological
functioning. As McLuhan (1964) noted “the medium is the message. This is merely to say that
the personal and social consequences of any medium / that is, of any extension of ourselves /
result from the new scale that is introduced into our affairs by each extension of ourselves, or by
any new technology” (p. 7). Unintended results of the created technology continue to shape us.
The overwhelming impact of technology is a critical component within psychological
development for all generations as we conform to the imposed structure. Understanding this
importance remains an imperative territory for the practice of psychology. It is my hope that this
study moves the discussion forward, further establishing the truly amazing impact of our
adoption of SNS. It is not simply a pop culture phenomenon, but rather a testament to the
ever-changing nature of social development. We have become a global, self-directed, interactive,
and user-constructed society due to our communication tools and the influence of media, which
shapes both identity and the development of relationships.
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Appendix A
Informed Consent
I am asking you to take part in a study on Facebook Memorial Groups. I am doing this
study as part of my doctoral dissertation at Antioch University New England. I am interested in
the intention, use, and benefits of Facebook Memorial Groups.
The study consists of a short survey. The survey takes about thirty minutes to complete. First,
you will be asked personal information, like age and gender. Next, you will be asked questions
about your use of the Memorial Group, such as how often you visit the group and the personal
meaning of the group.
Completed surveys will be included in the research analysis. All identifying information will
be removed. Your name will not appear in the report. I will not release any information about
your participation to anyone. Further, your name will not be included on any of the forms
associated with the project.
There are no anticipated risks to participation.
By completing this survey, you are providing implied consent to participate in this study. If
you answer the questions, it means you have read this letter and would like to be a volunteer in
this study. Please contact Jordan Fearon (jfearon@antioch.edu) with any questions.
You have rights as a voluntary participant. You can decide to skip any question or stop the
survey at any point.
If you have any questions or concerns about your rights as a research participant, call:
Kevin Lyness Ph.D.
Chair of the Antioch University New England Human Research Committee
(603) 283-2149
Or
Dr. Katherine Clarke
ANE Vice President for Academic Affairs
(603) 283-2450.

Consent Statement:
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I have read and understood the above information. I consent to take part in the Facebook
Memorial Group survey.

Appendix B
Questionnaire
1. Are you at least 18 years or older?
2. Please provide birthday (mm/year)
3. Please check one (Male/Female).
4. Please identify your race/ethnicity. Check all that apply
5. What was your relationship with the deceased?
6. How many members on average does the memorial group have?
7. How long ago did you form the group?
8. How regularly do you visit the group on average now? Please check one
More than once a day_______

Once a month_____

Once a day_______

Less than once a month______

More than once a week ______

Once a year_______

Once a week______
9. How often did you visit the site on average during the first month it was created? Please
check one
More than once a day_______

Once a month_____

Once a day_______

Less than once a month______

More than once a week ______

Once a year_______

Once a week______
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10. How long do you spend reading comments and posting to the group each time on
average? Please check one
Less than five minutes___

Twenty to thirty minutes______

Five to ten minutes_______

More than thirty minutes______

Ten to twenty minutes_____
11. Please explain in your own words why you decided to create the memorial group?
12. When you created the site, how did you expect it to be used?
13. What prompts you to visit the site?
14. What does the memorial site mean to you?
15. In your own words describe any benefits related to the memorial group?
16. In your own words describe any concerns related to the memorial group?
17. What is your expectation for the memorial group in the future?
18. Research has indicated several typical elements of memorial groups such as expression of
shock, inclusion of original or non-original prose, discussion of spirituality, lamentations
of the loss, comments such as “I miss you”, “I love you,” memory sharing, and life
updates. Please check all activities in which you have participated. Please check all that
apply.
expression of shock_____

memory sharing_____

life updates of the members_______

discussion of spirituality_____

inclusion of original or non-original prose____

posting pictures____

lamentations of the loss_____
commenting on other members statements ________
phatic communication (such as “I miss you”, “I love you”)_____
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19. When you make comments, post pictures, or update the memorial group who are you
writing for (other members of the group, the deceased, or for your own benefit)?
20. What other rituals did you participate in related to the deceased, please check all that
apply
_____ Attending the funeral
_____ Attending a memorial service other than the funeral
_____ Attending a grief support group
_____ Participating in individual psychotherapy
_____ Dedicating something in memory of the deceased person
_____Giving things to others in memory of the deceased person
_____Writing a letter or poem to the deceased person
_____Singing or playing music in honor of the deceased person
_____Creating something (a book, piece of art work, quilt, etc.) in honor of the
deceased person
_____Visiting a place that was special to the deceased person
_____Doing things that the deceased enjoyed that might not otherwise by appealing
_____Lighting a candle in remembrance of the deceased
_____Visiting the place where my loved one died
_____Displaying photos of the deceased
_____Sharing stories about the deceased
_____Creating an altar or space in memory of the deceased person
_____Speaking to the deceased
_____Carrying or wearing something that is a reminder of the deceased person
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_____Other (please describe)_________________________________________
21. Were you able to attend the rituals that you wanted to participate in? If not why (for
example did location or cost prevent the attendance of the funeral)
22. Was the creation of the memorial group less helpful, about the same, or more helpful than
other death rituals? Please check one
Less Helpful_____

About the Same____ More Helpful____

23. Would yoau recommend the creation of memorial group for other grieving individuals
and why?
24. How does the creation and use of the memorial group compare to other rituals in which
you participated?
25. Any other thoughts or experiences that you feel is important in your experience of the
memorial group?
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Appendix C
In Memoriam Sub-Themes
Theme

Sub-Theme

Person

Statement

In Memoriam

Importance of
Person

76

“he was loved by so many people”
“had the right to know that they have lost someone
special”
“it made me feel good to see how many people
missed him”
“makes me happy to see all these people who miss
him and everything”
“I see that my sister touched the lives of so many
people”
“knowing that many other people still think about
her”
“it was amazing to see the response of everybody
who knew him”
“he impacted so many people’s lives even those
people who didn’t know him joined the group
because they heard his story”
“helped me a lot to know she was loved”
“it helped to read what other people thought of him”
“I find going to his facebook page more helpful as
his friends have continued to post pictures.”
“it helped me to see how much he really was loved
by so many people”
“it is comforting to know that many others felt the
loss”
“I refer people to it that I meet that did not know my
son so that they can read how much he was loved
and how much he meant to everyone”
“it makes his dad and I feel wonderful to know how
he was loved and admired and to SEE the evidence
of this and be able to tap into whenever we need it”
“so everyone could see the effect that [she] had on
everyone”
“I take comfort knowing that he was loved”
“ Its reassurance that he was loved by many”

75

74
72
71

70
69

68
64
63

61
62

Table Continues
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Table Continued
Theme

SubPerson
Theme
In
Importance 60
Memoriam of Person

58

57

55
53

52

51

Statement
“it has been nice to not only see the sheer number of people
that were affected by his death,”
“since he works with underprivileged kids in New York
City it is nice to read some of their comments and have
concrete examples of the truly profound impact he had on
the world”
“it makes me feel better to know that others are thinking
about her and that she is missed”
“knowing that my daughter made a difference in others
lives and that I was not the only person grieving her loss
was very helpful”
“he was such a truly good person and I knew others had felt
the same way about him and I soon found out after starting
the group how many people he had actually touched.”
“I loved reading the stories about him and seeing the faces
of the students that felt this loss as much as I did”
“I wanted his wife to see how many lives he touched and
she was indeed quite grateful to me”
“it will help you to see the impact your loved one made on
others around them”
“it is absolutely incredible to see the number of people [he]
had touched over the years and I wouldn’t change my
decision to make the group for anything”
“personally, it makes me really happy to see how many
people actually knew [him] and really cared”
“they can see by all the messages and photos that [she] was
loved very much”
“knowing how much [she] was loved means the world to
me”
“knowing how much someone is loved and seeing all the
memories everyone had of her, helps in a way”
“and show all of them how she had influenced lives and
how many people cared about her, just on FB alone”
“it was also so helpful for people to see that she was very
loved”
“because [he] was a very special person in my life and the
lives of many”
Table Continues
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Table Continued
Theme

Sub-Theme

Person

Statement

In
Memoria
m

Importance
of Person

43

“it is amazing to see the number of lives, a small town boy,
actually touched”
“it means so much that so many people loved and miss him”
“and always brings a smile to my face, that so many others
were touched by my son.”
“ and it really helped my family to know what a great person
he was and that we were not the only ones who thought that”
“it really gives me strength to read those things because it
makes me realize what an amazing person he was”
“It really made me feel like people cared about [him]”
“I decided to create the group because I knew how many
people loved [her] and were deeply influenced by her life”
“it was great to see how many people that [she] had touched
during her life. It was calming to know that she had
accomplished so much during her life”
“everybody loved and cherished [him]”
“how much he meant to all of us who knew and loved him”
“I just wanted people to know what a great person he was and
how much he’ll be missed”
“I thought that young girl needs to know how many people
really truly loved her mom as much as she does”
“the group means a whole lot to me because it demonstrates
how big of an impact [he] had on so many people without
even knowing it”
“the large number of members also provides comfort as it
shows how loved they were and still are”
“I felt that this particular person deserved one and likely
wouldn’t get one”
“I just feel like I have to visit, when I do I just feel so amazed
by how many people he touched and how many good things
people say about him”
“how he influenced people”
“it is nice to see that he is loved by all”
“it is comforting to see though that he is loved by so many
people”
“I created this group because I felt that he deserved one and
one was not created”
“I love to see how many people of all walks of life that were
affected by his life and his death”
“it’s a representation of how dearly missed [he] is everyday”
“I think its amazing how many people have been touched by

41

38
37

34
33
32
29
28

25
23
16

15
14

7
6
4
3
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[her]”
Theme
In
Memoriam

Sub-Theme

Person
#
Remembrance 78
77
74

72

65
64
63
62

60
59
57

55

53
51
49
45

42
41
38

Statement
“it helps me remember all the good times and how
happy he was”
“it keeps the memory of the special person alive”
“the memories that she created with so many different
people keep her alive in a way”
“it will also help you see that the deceased lives on
through others”
“shifted towards sharing stories and pictures as a form
of grieving”
“knowing that many other people still think about her”
“to keep friends memory alive”
“keeping his memory alive is the main purpose of the
page & I believe it fulfills that aim”
“remember anything at all”
“as a place to remember my brother”
“my brother was vibrant, bubbly and always smiling
those are the things I can remember on the FB page”
“it’s a living memory so to speak”
“I expected it to be used as it is being used to store his
memory”
“it means I have a place to go to see his face and
remember the amazing person he was”
“I also wanted younger students that hadn’t had [him]
as a teacher to truly understand the importance of
ecology and see his dedication”
“a lot of people knew him, so by creating this group it
lets his memory live on by being able to add pictures,
group discussions, etc.”
“and that they will never forget her”
“and remember how great he was”
“it definitely helped keep memories alive”
“having pictures, videos, and memories of [him] all in
one place gave me a nice way to remember all the
wonderful things about him.”
“ so his memory never dies”
“it is a way for my brother to live on and for people to
see how great he was”
“most importantly is shows me that people are still
thinking about [him] and he hasn’t been forgotten”
“Most of all it lets you know that they aren’t
forgotten”
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Table Continues
Table Continued
Theme

Sub-Theme

Person
#
In
Remembrance 37
Memoriam
35
34

33
30
28

27

26

24
21
20
14
8
6
4

3

Statement
“it means that I helped people remember [her]”
“Another reason I created this page was so [he] would
not be forgotten for his sacrifice for our country”
“over the years many photos were taken of him. Thanks
to the digital technology that’s available to all of us now,
it enables us to have a continuation of a person’s life
more so than before”
“Also just by being proud of such an outstanding son
makes me feel so honored to be able to give anybody else
access to his many accomplishments and much enjoyed
life”
“I use it as a reminder of him”
“keeps [his] memory alive”
“I create this group with my family and a close friend of
my brothers because a lot of people wanted a way to
remember [him].”
“its like he is alive with the help of it because we are able
to post comments to his group”
“it is good to remember friends or family who passed
away”
“it reminds us of all the many friends she has and the
support and love her friends and family have for her now
that she is gone, and it keeps her memory alive in a way”
“wanted to carry over his fb”
“so I made this memorial so everyone could see and read
each others posts to remember what she was like”
“it means that his life will carry on though his page”
“and will never be forgotten”
“so he will never be forgotten”
“That really is the whole purpose of it expect of course to
keep his legacy alive for the world for many years”
“he is gone but he’s always in our hearts”
“it’s a great way to remember someone who has passed
away”
“its my goal to keep [her] memory alive for many years
to come”
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Theme

Sub-Theme

In Memoriam

Commemorate
Life

113

Person
#
74

69
68
63
60
57
52

47
46

43
34
25
21
20
12
11
10
9

Statement
“commemorate her sprit, the main reason Memorial
Groups are so helpful is because it makes that
person’s spirit live on”
“it honors his life”
“post tributes”
“it is important to me that I have this wonderful
tribute”
“ to honor the life and memory of my best friend”
“ and it will help your grieving process go by so you
can start celebrating the life that was lost”
“she was my good friend and I thought it would be a
good way to show tribute to her from friends and
family”
“The site is a small way to make a tribute to him”
“I figured it would be used as a way to reach out to
others and help and for us to share stories and honor
her memory”
“yes because it is a way to honor them and keep the
memory going”
“this is a great way to not only memorialize loved
one”
“I see it as a tribute to him”
“first to honor and commemorate the deceased”
“it is a dedication to the life”
“someone that knew her can come to my memorial
page to honor her”
“I thought it would be used to celebrate his life”
“I made it easier for everyone to celebrate his life”
“it lets me share and celebrate my friends life”
“most public way to honor his legacy”
“to commemorate her life”
“for people to join as a tribute to her”
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Appendix D
Connection with Others Sub-Themes
Theme

Sub-Theme

Connection
with Others

Support Others

Person Statement
#
77
“the family also visits the group and reads all the
posts that are posted”
“good way to communicate with fellow friends
and family”
76
“for me it has been a way to keep connected with
my son’s friends”
“see what his friends are saying to him and doing
in their lives”
75
“support for other members”
74
“comfort others. Creating a group, all messages,
photos, thought were sent to one wall for the
benefit of the group.”
“this is a great way to communicate to one another
and help one another”
“here people would listen, they would respond,
they knew her and me”
70
“it will help you overcome the grieving and other
people bring ideas about how to do things”
65
“cause it may help whomever I am telling to know
that there are people praying”
64
“the group helps me feel that they are close by &
supporting me despite the distance in miles
between us”
62
“my posts on the Memorial Group tend to be for
everyone else, to give them updates”
60
“but also to share some of the more difficult times
as we all travel through the grieving process
together”
“its incredibly important for them to continue to
be able to interact with all his friends from high
school, camp, college,, music groups, work, and
so on This is the best tool we all have to keep in
touch with everyone“
“I cannot impress upon you enough how important
this Memorial Group is to his family”
58
“to keep in touch and to feel of others love for my
daughter”
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Table Continues
Table Continued
Theme

Sub-Theme

Connection
With Others

Support Others

Person #
55

53

52

51
50

49
45

46
44
43

Statement
“support everyone who knew him is the main
thing”
“I look at the group to see how the rest of my
family is still coping/dealing”
“everyone sending me a personal message with
offers of support really helped me”
“I expected it to be used as a sort of support group”
“but it’s a sort of support group”
“ and that there are over a thousand people who are
offering their support and condolences”
“a lot of people were grateful for it and even people
that did not know her joined the group to be
supportive”
“it’s always nice to mourn with others and that what
this group was for. “
“when I created the Memorial Group, I expected
others to use it as a place to share feelings of loss
and grief”
“and support each other”
“it’s a way for those of us who experienced this
tragedy to stay connected and to share our
experiences”
“and I have support through my grieving”
“it’s a place to get support from other people who
knew my friend”
“the site offers friends, family, and all those
missing him a chance to speak about him,
remember him, and share their grief”
“there is so much support on the site, and to feel the
love in each and every post, is a great help,”
“Being a Mom. I almost feel like a mother to [his]
closest friends…ones who miss him the most. I
support them”
“we share our experiences, pictures, and feel a huge
connection”
“I often visit the memorial sites, in hopes of
supporting others, who have suffered such a
tremendous loss”.
Table Continues
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Table Continued
Theme
Connection
with Others

Sub-Theme
Support Others

Person #
42
40

41
39
36

35

34

33
32

29
28
26

Statement
“it a good way to share with others”
“to connect with one another”
“its sort of like a support group”
“I was happy that the group was used respectfully
and for support of one another”
“it really does help to know that everyone else is
thinking about him and my family”
“support other members”
“how much I meant to her and how much [the
Memorial Group] has made an impact on [the
family]”
“there was really no other way for me to show my
support except by phone or computer”
“and I felt like I had support even though I had
never met [him].”
“for the family”
“The Memorial Group is like another common
bonding place”
“The Memorial Group has benefited my grieving
process by giving others the opportunity to
provide words of encouragement”
“and help each other through the bad times and
share our joys”
“it helps me a lot to see the concern and love and
understanding by others”
“I am able to help others grieve by saying things
to help them through the grieving process”
“also his mom writes on there very often and its
always so good to read her words of
encouragement”
“it make me happy to know that I’ve given [his
mother] a little place where she can talk to his
friends and remember him”
“after the memorials and funerals, its nice to still
have a place to connect”
“My Memorial Group was created for the 3 lovely
young children that were left behind”
“I know its helping others who knew him”
“without the group, this large number of people
would not be able to be comforted with these
stories”
Table Continues
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Table Continued
Theme

SubTheme
Connection Support
with
Others
Others

Person #

Statement

21

“also her mother and children left behind”
“to find a way to grieve and communicate with others that
knew my friend”
“and keep in touch with each other”
“I want everyone in the group to know that we’re all still here
for each other”
“its an amazing way to stay in touch with everyone”
“there were so many people who came out to support him and
his family when he passed that I knew there would be a lot of
support in the group”
“I appreciate all the support and love that has been posted on
the group”
“and help each other get through what was a very difficult
time”
“it’s a place where we can go and openly discuss this tragedy
and help others with their grieving process”
“FB has given me a great opportunity to help myself and
others”
“just to share thoughts and offer their condolences”
“able to hear what everyone else has to say”
“in a sense it was my support system and a support system for
everyone who knew him”
“support others”
“write for other members of the group”
“keep in touch”
“I expected it to be used to gather and mourn together”
“have the support of so many has saved my life when it felt I
had nothing left to live for”
“I want others to know that I am there to support them in their
grief and have an interest in what they say”
“it has saved my life! I think it has been like my own personal
place to grieve and get the support that I REALLY needed”
“ I go the group and crying for people I know and for people I
don’t know
“we could reach out to all the family and friends that way and
ask for any type of support they could offer”
“this is my way of showing I care and I’m here for the family”

19

18

16

15
12
10
8
6

5
3
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Theme

Sub-Theme

Connection
with Others

Declaration/notification

118

Person
#
77

74

72

70
69

68
64

62
60

50

47

Statement
“it was an easy way to give info about the
memorial service”
“had the right to know that they have lost
someone special”
“best way to communicate with friends and
family around the world about the loss of
our sister/daughter”
“to communicate with family and friends
our funeral plans”
“we knew this would be an effective way of
informing them of the sad news”
“checking the memorial for information
about arrangements”
“communicating info this was a prime
means”
“also to update members about plans”
“there were several gatherings that we had
in my son’s honor and I used facebook to
post this.”
“I figured it would be a good way for all of
them to come together and get information”
“I have found facebook to be a quick and
easy way to reach members of my very
large family”
“my posts on the Memorial Group tend to
be for everyone else, to give them updates”
“originally it served as a means of quickly
disseminating the wake and funeral details”
“FB was the only way to get in touch with
so many people quickly”
“in reality, the group has acted as a
communication medium concerning legal
action concerning drunk driving”
“my family and I would also like to do some
charity work in [his] name and the memorial
site will be a good communication tool to do
this”
Table Continues
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Table Continued
Theme
Connection
with Others

Sub-Theme
Declaration/
Notification

Person #
45

41

34
27

18

17

15
14
11

7
4
3

Statement
“, and I thought we would use it to communicate
about events related to [him]. Initially, that meant
his funeral and wake and later on the memorial
softball tournaments and the days that groups
travel to the State House to lobby legislators for
harsher punishments for drunk drivers in his
memory”
“There were actually news sites when this first
happened that people who had no clue what
happened were post things that were very untrue so
it was a way for us to let people see the truth”
“the Memorial Group was created to give all his
friends and family access to information”
“it even helped us when we arranged the funeral as
most of his friends were contacted through FB
with the help of the group”
“updating it regularly with info on what had
happened, what he was doing over there, and
putting up information on his services”
“I decided to change it to a Memorial Group so
that there was still a place to keep people informed
of activities and fund raising occurring in his
honor after his passing”
“it would be a place to communicate to a large
group of people”
“I a) did it to get the word out,”
“it is also great to post information like the funeral
arrangements for everyone to see”
“it was the most efficient way to communicate the
happenings related to this tragedy to all those who
needed to know”
“and to spread the word about any memorial
events”
“there was also information put on about grief
counseling and information about the funeral”
“I share information about organ donating to get
other to sign up”
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Theme
Connection
with Others

120

Sub-theme Person #
Similarity 74
of
experience 72
71
65
64
61
53
52
50

49
47
46
43

41

35
34

33

26

Statement
“I know that someone will be able to commiserate with
me”
“share feelings with strangers”
“to know you are not alone in grieving”
“it helped me know there were others out there that
grieve”
“it is comforting to know that many other felt the loss”
“It helps you realize you are not alone”
“it also helps to see how others are dealing with the loss as
well”
“This group can’t take away the pain but it reminds me
that I’m not alone”
“with other people going through the same things as you”
“also the group acted as a venue where I could see that
others were feeling the same types of emotions and going
through the same types of things I was”
“it was very beneficial to my grieving process to
physically see via my computer that my friends were
feeling the exact same emotions”
“it reminds you that you’re not going through it alone”
“The site is an excellent place for me to feel that someone
may kind of understand how I feel”
“it makes me realize im not alone”
“ yes, because so many times, when someone loses a
loved one, they feel alone, and suffer their grief in silence.
“
“everyone who still thinks about [him] and is feeling the
same way I am “
“it helped a lot to see how many people out there that were
thinking about us and that were also hurting during this
horrible time”
“it definitely helped me to see other people were feeling
the same as I did”
“many times we can feel we are on our own or alone and
the interaction from the group can sustain and help you
through the tough times”
“and it made me realize I wasn’t the only person who was
suffering from his loss”
“your not alone when you hurt”
“posts from friends and family let you know you’re not
alone”
Table Continues
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Table Continued
Theme
Connection
with Others

Sub-theme
Similarity of
experience

Person #
25

13
12

5

Statement
“it allows you to express your feelings others
who are feeling the same way as you are which
can help a lot to know that someone
understands how your feeling and what your
going through”
“ and to understand that they were not alone in
their feelings”
“it also made me realize that I wasn’t the only
one out there who felt like I did about my
friend”
“When I felt that I could no longer take the
heartache anymore I go in on groups and
remember that I am not the only one grieving”
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Theme
Connection
with Others

Sub-theme
Creation of
community

122

Person #
75
70
68
63

62
60

55
53
47
45
38

34

26

23
19
18

12

11
6

Statements
“brings people together”
“means how involving the community can be”
“I figured it would be a good way for all of them to
come together and get information”
“at the suggestion of my son’s friends, we made the
group to give all of the young people that he played
football with in college and his high school friends a
forum to talk about him and their grief at his loss”
“I have also become closer with several of his friends
through the FB process, we are in constant contact”
“it would be a place for people to come together,
share comments, pictures, and express their
sympathy. “
“it allows people who all knew the deceased but
didn’t necessarily know each other come together”
“it is just a way for people to be able to come together
and support each other “
“the group is the one place where everyone can come
together”
“the FB memorial page was a good way to bring
people together”
“it’s the creation of a large community”
“and to grieve together as a community”
“It felt like a community at first. It really made me
feel like people cared about [him] and cared about
what my family was going through”
“I think it is absolutely wonderful to be able to create
such groups on social networking sites…it allows the
bigger community to come together”
“it does bring together family and friends that you
otherwise may not have met or would not have been
able to share your stories with”
“I think its great for everyone to have a place to come
and share”
“also to show community union for the untimely loss
of such a loved soul”
“knowing that I could bring together so many people
who feel the same way about [him] as I do, it’s a
surreal feeling”
“helps people connect to the rest of the world and
even at the toughest moments when it is needed
most”
“this site brought all of these experiences together”
“the site has been a great gathering place “
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Appendix E
Connection with Deceased Sub-Themes
Theme

Sub theme

Connection
with
Deceased

Speaking to
deceased

Person Statement
#
78
“anything they wanted to say to the deceased”
77
“say whatever you still wanted to say the things
you never had a chance to say”
“good way to say what you’ve always wanted to
say”
“write to deceased”
76
“most of the posters speak to my son”
74
“messages to my sister”
72
“[visit on ] anniversaries, b-days, any day that was
special to my sister”
71
“I feel like he hears what I say and he reads it when
I post it”
68
“[I write] to the deceased”
64
“it is therapeutic to “talk” to him & tell him what is
going on in our lives & how we are feeling”
“sometimes an anniversary of a significant event”
[makes visit]
63
“special dates, month anniversaries, things that
happen with his football team or his friends”
61
“even though it seems bizarre being able to write
things on here is the closest many people will ever
feel to talk to her again. Who knows? Maybe there
is a Facebook in Heaven that she is reading, and
seeing everything we say”
“ it was a way to talk to her”
62
“when people write on the wall they write to him
directly. I miss you so much or thought about you
today. Really we are just talking to an internet
server but its like its really him”
58
“speaking with deceased”
55
“[write ] to the deceased”
53
“I wanted this group to be a place where people
could let [her] know in some way that they loved
her and that they think about her”
“but I mainly write for the deceased.”
52
“I posted some comments to express a comment to
her, and say how I miss her”
51
“I think it helps in the grieving process, you can go
there and talk directly to him
Table Continues
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Table Continued
Theme

Subtheme

Connection Speaking
with
to
Deceased
deceased

Person
#
47
45
46
44
40
39

38

36
33
25
23

21
18

15
10
7
6

5
4

Statement
“I often write notes that I would want [him] to read”
“many members are writing for the deceased”
“write to deceased”
“write to deceased”
“Speak with deceased”
“even though the deceased is no longer reading the
comments, I think it helps people feel like maybe they can,
and they express themselves that way”
“If I’m especially upset and feel I need to talk to [him] and I
don’t have anybody else to talk to, I’ll post a message to
him.”
“when writing a comment I am doing that for the deceased”
“the comments I make is mainly for [him]”
“it was to be a place where they can talk to [him] and send
him personal messages”
“most people direct their posts to the deceased, so its really a
way for them to feel like they are getting one last chance to
talk to him”
“I am writing to the deceased”
“so when I post something on [his] wall it makes me feel like
im actually connecting with him even though I know im not.
It gives me a sort of piece of mind, and the feeling that he
appreciates what I have put up there”
“posts directed toward the deceased”
“speak with deceased”
“typically when anyone posts comments it consists of “I miss
you its been x years”
“sitting down to have a sort of chat with him like we used to”
“to generally give people a chance to say to him what they
didn’t get the chance to while he was alive”
“I am writing for [him] to let him know what is going on and
to make me feel better”
“speak to the deceased”
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Deceased
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Sub theme
Person #
Relationship 77
with
69
deceased
64

62
58
57

50
43
40
32
28
27
25

21
19
18
17
11
10
6

3

Statement
“the group is a fun way to express gratitude”
“it helped me feel connected to him somehow”
“I am writing to my son to keep him with us”
“keeping his memory alive is the main purpose of the
page & I believe it fulfills that aim”
“ I feel more ‘in touch’ with [him] even if that is not
truly possible”
“I feel like I am checking up on my brother”
“this has been especially helpful to me as it makes me
feel closer to her”
“you will learn things from others you never knew about
the person”
“its easy for them to access those who loved him and
learn things about him they may have never known
themselves”
“I have been prompted to visit the Memorial Group on
[his] birthday, the anniversary of his death”
“Next to the funeral services, this is the biggest source
of support, and feeling close to [him]”
“this helped me to feel closer to [him] and try to deal
with the loss”
“it makes me feel like I saved a piece of [him]”
“it makes you feel the slightest bit better because its like
somehow he’s checking FB in heaven”
“its like he is alive with the help of it because we are
able to post comments to his group”
“I knew him very well so I like to visit the group
everyday to read the new memories that have been
posted about him so I can get a better idea of the sort of
person he was”
“It helps a lot to have this memorial because I get to
know her more by others posts”
“I know hes looking down on us right now”
“get to feel like I could connect with him”
“and find out things from other people that I was never
able to find out myself”
“to get to know our friend in a different way”
“it is a way for family and friends to keep a part of that
person alive”
“I look forward to seeing new pictures that I had never
seen before and learning new things about him”
“it is my only physical connection to him”
“the group is a way to hold on without having to say
goodbye”
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Appendix F
Personal Mourning
Theme
Sub-Theme
Person #
Personal Share
77
Mourning Stories/Video/Pictures
72

69
68

65
64
61

62
58

57

54

53

52

Statement
“all the lovely messages the people still leave
on the wall and all the memories shared and
discussed”
“shifted towards sharing stories and pictures as
a form of grieving”
“great forum to share”
“to just write a thought or memory”
“to see what new posts are on the wall”
“it means I am about to share information about
him”
“to see the happy posts of memories past sort of
acted as a comforter to me”
“since then the page has become a place to visit
and place stories, memories, and pictures”
“to write and tell little stories”
“it is nice to be able to see the amazing stories
and memories that people post”
“or to share parts of his life”
“people would post songs, poems, and stories
that would help me to feel better or even to cry
outloud”
“ I expected people to share memories”
“I feel this group will help you to remember the
good times you had with the person”
“a lot of people knew him, so by creating this
group it lets his memory live on by being able
to add pictures, group discussions, etc.”
“by remembering the good times”
“and being able to look at his pictures and listen
to other peoples stories”
“I created the group so that everyone who knew
[her] and who loved her, could add photos and
talk about her”
“they remind me of how amazing [she] was”
“I just expected people to come and post a
comment about her”
“I could hear other funny or interesting stories
about my friends life and experience they had
which you could make you smile when you
were really upset and missing her”
Table Continues
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Table Continued
Theme
Sub-Theme
Person #
Personal Share
51
Mourning Stories/Video/Pictures

50

47

45

46
42

40
38

37
35
34

Statement
“I wanted a place for people to tell happy
stories about [him] for all his family and
friends to read”
“or just share a memory or a story about him”
“All of the friends and family he left behind
needed somewhere to reminisce, share
pictures, share emotions, and share memories”
“when I created the Memorial Group, I
expected others to use it as a place to share
feelings of loss and grief”
“I thought it would be a place for anyone who
loved [him] to come and express their love and
best memories of him.”
“having pictures, videos, and memories of
[him] all in one place gave me a nice way to
remember all the wonderful things about him.”
“it helps a bit when I am sad and it makes me
think of the good times”
“to enable people to share memories about my
cousin, share pictures”
“picture sharing, memory sharing”
“it a good way to share with others”
“it helps hearing good things and seeing
pictures where he was happy and full of life it
helps ease the loss”
“and share memories”
“we felt a place was needed for everybody to
share their memories of [him]”
“I expected other members to share their
memories of [him], post condolences to our
family, share photos and videos”
“I expected them to share their memories”
“gave them a place to share memories”
“I expected friends and family to post their
thoughts and prayers for the family”
“it enabled us as a family to upload and share
many great memories that we had with him”
“it gives anyone the ability to share their
thoughts, pictures, movies, poems, or whatever
else they would like to include in his group”
“I expected other members to avail of the
opportunity to share”
Table Continues
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Table Continued
Theme
Sub-Theme
Person #
33
Personal Share
Mourning Stories/Video/Pictures

32

30

29
28

27

26

25

24
23

20

Statement
“I created this group originally so that family
and friends could share memories and photos
of him and his life”
“I find it helps me deal with it better when I
talk about him”
“they can post pictures of them together, songs
that make them think of [him]”
“people write about all their memories”
“I felt this was a great way for people to post
pictures and talk about what a great person he
was”
“hearing all the good times that [he] had when
he was alive”
“memories live on through a computer at least”
“I create this group with my family and a close
friend of my brothers because a lot of people
wanted a way to remember [him].”
“I expected people to post pictures of him, post
memories of him”
“I visit this page to reminisce”
“I thought that it was something good to create
a group so we can talk and remember him all
the time we are on FB”
“to post comments about the deceased in order
to remember all the good times that we had
with him”
“I wanted a place for friend and family to
connect and share memories, pictures, videos
etc.”
“ as well as their memories”
“I simply wanted to give people a place where
they could remember all their good times with
him and swap stories with each other”
“it heals when u see him smiling in pictures”
“I expected it to be a place where everyone
who knew him could go and share their stories
about him”
“it is a way that I could share his life with
others”
“it helps because I can look at old pictures of
him and remember all the good times we had”
Table Continues
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Theme
Sub-Theme
Personal Share
Mourning Stories/Video/Pictures

129

Person
#
19

18
17

16
14

13

12

11
10

9

Statement
“as a means to share stories about [him]”
“im glad I could make something like this for his
family to share and for us to reminisce about
[him]”
“and tell stories”
“think about all the good time we had, kinda go
back to a happier time if im having a rough day”
“it is a place to remember my friend”
“it is now used as a place for people to leave
messages to his family or post memories they
once had with my friend, so that his family can
see it”
“just so people could share their memories and
thoughts”
“It is also nice for everyone to share nice things
and stories about my brother for everyone else to
read”
“I expected many group members to join and
post comments about how much the miss him
and share funny stories”
“share stories about the person”
“because we wanted as many ways as possible to
remember our friend”
“memories of my best friend”
“I expected it to be used as an area for messages
for his family from relatives and friends”
“remembering someone the way they looked at
the best moments in their life by far outweighs
any funeral services”
“It was extremely therapeutic for all of those
who read the comments and shared memories”
“I wanted to make a page for her friends and
family to write to /about her and post pictures
and help with the grieving process”
“I can’t talk to her anymore but if I want to look
at her pics or write her, or a memory I have
about her I can thru that”
“I wanted people to be able to share their
memories and the good times they had with her”
“it allowed students of forty-five years to share
memories”
Table Continues
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Table Continued
Theme
Personal
Mourning

Sub-Theme
Person #
Share
7
Stories/Video/Pictures
6

5
4

Statement
“it provides a place where anyone can view
pictures, memories, comments videos, stories,
and much more”
“to talk to him, mourn, share stories, memories
“
“and keep in touch”
“to remember the good times”
“for the students of our school to have a place
to go and write condolences, post pics, share
stories”
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Theme
Sub-Theme
Personal
Express
Mourning Thoughts and
Feelings
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Person #
77
75
74
70
69
63
61

62

58
55
52
50

49

47

45
44
41
39

38

Statement
“easy way to say how much the person meant to you”
“write for my own benefit”
“it is like a journal where I express my thoughts”
“mostly I was expressing how I felt personally”
“I am writing for my own benefit as an outlet to
express how I feel
“to vent”
“but when they go home they have an outlet such as
this to let [her] or everyone know how nice the event
was or whatever else they want to talk to her about”
“instead of visiting the grave (or the like) people
including myself, visit Facebook to express their
feelings”
“as a way to express thoughts and feelings”
“it helped me to talk through it”
“you could express your feelings”
“to vent out upset feelings”
“I think this was extremely beneficial because I
believe talking about your emotions is possibly the
best way you can work though them”
“I believed it was important for not only his friends
but the whole senior class to have a place where they
can talk about their feelings”
“to express their love for [him] during such a difficult
time.”
“I could never express physically how much I hurt
inside. When I write on his wall it is a way to vent to
the world how I feel”
“I have had to learn other ways of expressing those
feelings and the site is one of them”
“I thought people would express their sense of loss,
write messages to [him]”
“I just created the group so people could come and
express their thoughts and feelings”
“it was really created for people to be able to express
the way they felt about my brother”
“to help people feel better by expressing their
thoughts and feelings”
“I think it gives a sense of expression”
“ It comforts me, being able to get out my emotions
like that”
Table Continues
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Table Continued
Theme
Sub-Theme
Personal Express
Mourning Thoughts
and
Feelings

Person # Statement
37
“I knew that it would be a great things if they could all voice
their feelings in one place”
36
“anyone who knew the person could write on it and let them
know how they are feeling“
“It’s like a place where everyone can release their emotions”
“to comment some stuff that I am feeling and release all my
emotions that I have held back”
“I think that the group is just a place to release those feelings”
“it helps with the grieving process and lets you release your
feelings”
35
“it helps to clear your mind when you write your feeling and
concerns”
34
“It also provided people a way of expressing their feelings
without having to try and show you in person”
“we can all express our thoughts”
33
“I find it helps me deal with it better when I talk about him”
“the group does help me with the grieving process because
I’m a person who can’t bottle things up inside and rather
than constantly bringing his passing up to my friends and
family I have the group”
“also if you’re a person who needs to express how you feel
you can write how you feel in the group”
32
“I decided to create the memorial page so people would have
a place to go on FB and share their feelings”
“I can express my sadness without being judged”
30
“it is a great place to share your love for the person with
others”
25
“the purpose of this group was to simply give those who
knew him a place to share their feelings about his death (due
to cancer)”
“this group allows people to openly express how they feel”
23
“I could express my fondness for him and have others do the
same”
20
“it is a way to express your loved ones life with everyone and
be able to share their life with everyone on FB”
18
“ the group gave those people the opportunity to express their
feelings to [him]and his family”
15
“able to hear what everyone else has to say”
“allowed me to open up seeing everyone else opening up”
Table Continues
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Table Continued
Theme
Sub-Theme
Personal
Express
Mourning Thoughts and
Feelings

Person #
13

12
10
7

6
5

Statement
“also we wanted a way for people to post how they
felt”
“this was just another way to show how much we
cared”
“it just helped everyone get it off their chest”
“Expression is the best remedy”
“to see how it helps everyone have an outlet”
“I took it upon myself to create this group so many of
his friends and family members had a place to write
their feelings about him”
“I also feel it helps me to post regularly about my
feelings and thoughts about him”
“I created the group for [him] friends to be able to
express their feelings”
“I think that it’s a wonderful place for people to go
and voice their sadness and remember the person”
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Theme
Sub-Theme
Person #
Personal
Self78
Mourning Soothe/Coping
76
75
74
71

69
63

58
57

55
49
46
43
39
34

33

24
21

Statement
“it helps get thru tough times”
“helps work through hard times”
“they all help”
“but I continue to visit bc I miss him so much”
“I visit when I think of him and miss him”
“comfort ourselves.”
“it was as a way to cope”
“he motivates me to do better”
“writing on the memorial page helps with the pain”
“the memorial page is a place to go easily to think
about him.
“it has meant the world to me, his mom and I know
that my mother (his grandmother) and his aunt go on
the site constantly for comfort”
“It also helped me to forgive the boy that shot and
killed her”
“I also visit is when I miss him and reread the stories
people told about him and look again at the pictures
people submitted to the page”
“honestly when I am doing these things I am
immediately thinking of [him]”
“I know that I personally benefit from the comments
and pictures I personally posted”
“I believe it truly helps her through the tough days”
“it means closure/comfort”
“to feel better”
“it simply comforts me”
“[visit when] thinking about that person”
“I always enjoy going back and reading over the
many things posted by others”
“to provide comfort and solace”
“I found it was in some way comforting”
“I was hoping that his family and friends would use
this group to look at the pictures posted by others and
comments in hopes of finding it somewhat
comforting”
“it reminds me how precious life really is and how
quickly it can change”
“it heals when u see him smiling in pictures”
“I miss her dearly everyday. I got to the page to look
at her pictures and listen to her beautiful voice”
“it helps to cope with the loss of someone that you
love”
Table Continues
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Table Continued
Theme
Sub-Theme
Person #
Personal
Self
20
Mourning Soothe/Coping 19
15
12
10
5

4
3

Statement
“I miss him everyday so I visit him when I miss him”
“[visit site] when thinking about him”
Statement
“closure progress acceptance”
“im prompted to view it when something reminds me
of him or his name is mentioned in conversations”
“[visit] when I think of her”
“I go the group and crying for people I know and for
people I don’t know and it releases the hurt in my
chest and throat for another day”
“because I find it very healing”
“when I miss I like to go on and look at the pictures”
“a lot of comments were comforting to me”
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Theme

Sub-Theme

Personal
Mourning

Shock/
Suddenness
of Death

136

Person
#
71
63

55
50
49

32
23

19
18
15
12
6

Statement
“I thought that creating the group would help his friends
and all our family members cope with his sudden death”
“we had no idea how much comfort and healing it would
bring us since our boy died suddenly in his sleep from
some sort of heart failure”
“sudden loss”
“the person I created the group in memory of was killed
tragically three years ago in a car accident”
“had taken his own life. This struck me very hard…No
one had any reason to believe that he would ever do
something so extreme”
“his death was so sudden and unexpected”
“I was very shocked when I heard the news that he died,
specifically that he committed suicide”
“he actually committed suicide, at school so it was a pretty
shocking thing”
“our whole community was in shock and in pain from it”
“when I heard about him passing last year while serving in
XX, I was shocked”
“because it was an unexpected death”
“my friends passing was such a surprise”
“his death was so sudden”
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Appendix G
Culture of Technology Sub-Themes
Theme

Sub-theme

Culture of
Organizational
Technology Platform

Person Statement
#
74
“I can do this on a daily basis and there is no
preparation needed”
72
“something we can maintain control of”
“my sister loved community life”
“of course access can be controlled too”
62
“I felt it was important to have a place for everyone
to go to either give their condolences or to learn
more about him”
“Its probably comparable enough to call it a media
graveside”
60
“it is a very small thing that I could do”
58
“ it was like a worldwide funeral”
57
“it means I have a place to go to see his face and
remember the amazing person he was”
53
“the group is something I had to create. I wanted to
do something for [her]”
“I wanted to be the one to do it. I needed to do it for
myself”
52
“I had a big part in it I guess. The other stuff, like
funeral or birthday/memorial party, I was just a
guest. It was nice to give my part in showing
support”
51
“I wanted a place”
50
“I created the Memorial Group because I felt like it
needed to be done”
“I feel completely helpless…I felt that the absolute
least I could do would be make the FB group”
“the Memorial Group represents the small
contribution I was able to make during the early
grieving process of my hometown after [his]death”
“creating and using the Memorial Group feels
extremely more personal than any other rituals”
47
“it is definitely reflective on today’s society and how
we communicate. It is just a current way of
communication and that includes to the deceased”
45
“It became clear to me that our peers needed a space
online where they could grieve”
“it is less formal and more fluid”
Table Continues
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Table Continued
Theme

Sub-theme

Person Statement
#
Culture of
Organizational 37
“gave them a place to share memories”
Technology Platform
“I printed each page of comments and put together a book
to which [her mother] continues to add”
36
“The reason that I decided to make this group is because
after the death I didn’t really know what to do to benefit
the family and the people around them. So when on FB
one day I was looking at how to make groups and it hit
me to make a group that anyone who knew the person
could write on it and let them know how they are feeling“
33
“when I created this group I felt good about it it was
something I did personally for him where everything else
was done for everybody”
32
“I decided to create the memorial page so people would
have a place to go on FB”
“I felt like I was doing something positive during a
tough time”
30
“I do not live in the same state as he, so I did this for
him”
26
“I wanted a place for friend and family to connect and
share memories, pictures, videos etc.”
23
“when someone you like commits suicide, you instantly
feel like you could have done more for that person. It is
an automatic thought to think that he did not feel loved or
that anyone cared about him.”
17
“you can read as little or as much as you want to on the
group. At the services when things were overwhelming,
you couldn’t close out the screen and get away from what
was happening”
16
“FB has given me a great opportunity to help myself and
others”
12
“creating the pages lets those individuals who aren’t able
to make it to such things as services or funerals share in
the memories and the lives of people who have passed”
“helps people connect to the rest of the world and even at
the toughest moments when it is needed most”
11
“ and I take it where I want to take it whereas the
memorial was not to my liking but to the liking of the
family”
7
“I took it upon myself to create this group so many of his
friends and family members had a place to write their
feelings about him”
4
this group provided the place
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Theme

Sub-theme

Culture of
Continuity
Technology

139

Person
#
76
72

64
60
58
53
51
50
46
34
32
28

25

18

15

11
6

Statement
“the Memorial Group has continued for a long time
after my son’s death(19 months)”
“it helped in the transition of physically being close to
everyone to being away, because you still felt
connected to people and knew there would be an easy
way to find others or get a hold of them if needed”
“the group can go on for as long as it is needed”
“its one of the more lasting ones, especially since its
constantly being updated and viewed”
“the memorial continues to grow as time passes with
birthdays and the anniversary of her death”
“Her funeral and memorial were just one time things.
But this group will be here for months and years”
“its nice because you always have it to go back to “
“the Memorial Group is still growing”
“It is there at all times its not a one time thing”
“some rituals are one time and end but the group can
always be a continuing thing”
“after the memorials and funerals, its nice to still have a
place to connect”
“I can constantly go back to this group, whereas a
service was a one time thing and I can’t have one every
time I miss him or want to reminisce on his life”
“the Memorial Group is one that will remain for many
years…this page will always be there for anyone who
needs to say how they are feeling about the loss or to
post pictures for all to enjoy”
“I did most of my grieving with friends, having get
togethers with all of us talking about [him] and bringing
up old memories of all of us. After that, the group was a
great way to do that by myself.”
“c) those who may have take longer to have closure,
rather than at the funeral, who still want to ‘say’
something to the deceased”
“I can refer to the memorial always”
“I can say that it is one of the rituals that is ongoing”
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Theme

Sub-theme

Culture of
Accessibility
Technology
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Person
#
74
72
62
60
57
51
43
37

34

28

27

23
12

11
5

3

Statement
“it reaches so many different people”
“you can visit whenever you like”
“quick and easy”
“its more in your face accessible any time all the time”
“its also the most easily accessible”
“its easy for them to access
“I live 5000 miles from my family and friends so this
helped me get thru the hard times”
“but to feel the support, connection, and love from
those who miss him too..even across those miles”
“social media has such a vast reach in today’s society
that people from around the country can share in the
process in whichever way they choose”
“instant access”
“it also provided an easier access to many of his friends
that are so far away”
“I can go anytime form any access point to the internet
basically”
“these people can’t come remember him at our house so
we created this group so that whenever they wanted
they could remember all the good times”
“and in today time due to the fact that people use the
internet especially FB, it’s the best medium that you
can use”
“it also has the ability to reach so many people quickly”
“and people could do that even though they were not in
the same community”
“not everyone can go visit a grave site or go to the
funeral. Computers are an everyday common household
item.”
“it allowed students of forty-five years to share
memories”
“it doesn’t compare [to other rituals] because with the
Memorial Group I get to talk whenever I want to [him]
and it soothes me”
“it also gives other people a chance to show support
without physically being around the person”
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Theme
Sub-theme
Culture of
Opportunities
Technology for Expression

141

Person #
77
74
71
64

57

55

53

45
37

36

34

23

8
5
4

Statement
“the funeral is very sad and one can hardly express
how you feel”
“Growing up in a digital age, we feel comfortable
expressing ourselves through technology”
“for me, it’s easier to write my feelings down than to
express them out to someone”
“in a state of shock it was almost impossible to talk
on the phone so his was a vital communication tool”
“there are times when reaching out is easier this way
than meeting face to face”
“its hard when you are at a funeral or a memorial
service to truly say everything you need to say. With
this Memorial Group you are able to go back to it and
say whatever you like, whenever you like”
“its an easier way of talk to others about the loved
one and receiving support in return”
“everyone is not ‘afraid’ to put whatever they want
on the wall so therefore you get to see what everyone
is really feeling”
“My friends don’t talk about [her] outloud. It’s too
painful for all of us. So this group allows us to write
down the things that we can’t say to each other”
“it provides an informal way to remember and grieve
as a community even if people are far apart”
“there is much more freedom of speech. People who
wouldn’t normally talk about their feelings are more
likely to type them”
“the Memorial Group definitely had more feeling
released then other activities. In the other activities
people were holding back and keeping their mouth
shut”
“It also provided people a way of expressing their
feelings without having to try and show you in
person”
“a lot of people have trouble finding the right words
to say, but when it comes to typing them from the
shield of a computer, it is much easier.”
“we just needed a space to talk about him”
“because it is easier to write down your feeling than
to express them verbally”
“its much easier to be able to type your thoughts
rather than speak them and this group provided the
place”
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Theme

Sub-theme

Culture of
Public/Private
Technology
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Person
#
74

69
64
47
43

42
21

12

Statement
“I know that when I don’t feel like burdening anyone
with my thoughts or memories, I lay it out there for
someone else to read if they so choose”
“I was told that journaling is helpful in the grieving
process but being very social, I felt that journaling
would only get me stuck in my own head and I need
some sort of response”
“to miss him in private”
“I don’t want to burden people with my grief or
embarrass them”
“it is a way to share how much I am hurting without
directly making someone feel uncomfortable”
“You don’t have to take a shower, get dressed up, meet
at a certain time, in a certain place…when you need
support or want to what others are feeling/thinking. If
you want to offer thoughts you can do so simply by
logging onto your computer, in the privacy of your own
home.”
“ You can cry scream smile sing…or whatever. It is
freedom that being in the public eye does not offer to
many.”
“its less stressful more cheerful”
“I can do this in the privacy of my home. So if I want to
break down and cry I can do that without a million
people asking me what is wrong”
“personally being able to mourn on in your comfort of
your own home makes things a lot easier”
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Appendix H
Concerns Sub-Themes
Theme

SubTheme
Concerns Spam

Person # Statement
69

68
61
60
57

45
43
42
34
32
17
12
3

“lately there have been advertisements that have been
posted (weight loss stuff) and I delete these. It feels very
disrespectful. Like advertising at a grave site.”
“check for spam posts and delete them”
“I had to erase over 30 spam messages from 30 different
people”
“I also want to make sure there are no spam messages up
there”
“I visit it now mostly to get rid of advertisements that
people post on the wall that I find annoying and somewhat
offensive to his memory”
“I also try to check it regularly to clean up any spam”
“I have no concerns at all…just spamming”
“some people abuse the privilege and spam the group wall”
“I have encountered spam on the group a number of times
but have just deleted it”
“I check up on it to make sure no spam has been posted”
“I make sure there is no spamming occurring on the wall
since I keep it public and open”
“the only concerns that I had was that eventually consumer
ads and spam started to get posted”
“I have found a few spam comments so I make sure there
are none on the page”
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Theme
Sub-Theme Person #
Concerns Insensitivity 68
/ Insincerity
64
61

52

47
40
35

34

32
14

144

Statement
“I had concerns that people would question why I made the
group or post disrespectful things about him”
“I visit daily to make sure nothing inappropriate or
disrespectful has been posted”
“my only concerns are that people who may have died in a
debatable way and may have had a rough past, such as
another friend of mine, should be an invitation only group
and heavily monitored”
“I didn’t want other jerks going and looking at the
comments and saying stuff like “oh they are just acting sad
for attention”
“there are some people who pretend to know [him] better
than they did.”
“I was concerned that people might say things that were
hurtful or disrespectful”
“there were a few people that continued to post things daily
on the memorial page and it became hurtful to the family
after awhile”
“the possibility of someone intending to post malicious
things etc with the intent on harming any of those involved
in the group”
“I was just hoping that no one would get on the page and
write anything negative”
“I feel posting something on the internet is too impersonal
and therefore I do not put my true feeling on facebook”
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Theme
Sub-Theme Person # Statement
Concerns Deactivation 64
“if nobody visits the group in the future that may be
upsetting but by that time I hope to be coping well
anyway”
52
“this does not matter too much but after people starting
joining, I was wanting a lot more people to join to have
more people showing support”
17
“it was a negative in my grieving process for a long time,
as people left the group in masses after his death”
14
“it hasn’t happened yet but after some time I think the
Memorial Group will become dormant”
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Theme
Sub-Theme Person #
Concerns Different
77
stages of
76
grief
61

62

53

38

37

25
17

11
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Statement
“ one cannot escape the hurt linked to the group”
“I think it actually hurts my grieving”
“my only concerns would be that everyone doesn’t deal the
same and may be still very depressed about the event and
others may be more accepting. And for either of those
people see the opposite end of spectrum and the comments
may upset them”
“some things people would say would annoy me but I
became aware that their experience with my brother was
unique to them and everyone grieves differently”
“Seeing the message people wrote so soon after [she] died
became a bit too much. There were times I couldn’t even go
into the group because it was too much to handle”
“I feel some people write ‘for show’ because they feel they
have to because they knew other people are checking it and
read what they write”
“I’m ashamed to say this, but lately I have not been visiting
it as much because it hurts so much to be reminded that my
brother and best friend is not here with me and I hate to be
reminded and feel the deep sadness all over again”
“I am now tied to the group forever; I grieve in such a way
that I am upset, then move on. Moving on is hard when
people still email me every now and then for information on
[her] or her life or how to contact her parents”
“seeing photos of your loved ones alive and well is very
hard and can sometimes feel impossible to move forward”
“I found the group was a burden in my early grieving as
many people contacted me asking questions that I was not
ready to answer”
“it makes you think about your friends death more
frequently in a day than you want to sometimes”
“many people asked me questions or told me things that
angered me or were irritating when newly grieving”
“helped a lot but now I feel a heavy feeling when I visit the
site”

